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1. Introduction

During the course of several ethnographic field trips to Orang Asli (Aboriginal) groups in West Malaysia since 1964 I have collected basic vocabularies of 17 languages and dialects belonging to the Austroasiatic phylum. Initially the collecting was done for no better reason than to satisfy my curiosity, as my formal research brief was to work intensely on the basic ethnography and linguistics of just one Orang Asli group, the Temiar. (Useful general introductions to the Orang Asli will be found in Williams-Hunt 1952 and Lebar et al. 1964: 176-186; 262-3.) But as the work of analysis proceeded and it became necessary to make additional summary investigations of non-Temiar groups also, I decided to gather as many lexical samples (based on the Swadesh list) of the Malayan Austroasiatic languages as opportunity allowed. Recently, with the help of colleagues, three additional vocabularies have been made available from groups I have not personally succeeded in contacting. The resulting list of twenty languages and dialects provides sufficient coverage of the overall pattern of divergence of the Malayan Austroasiatic languages to warrant the present attempt to work out their mutual relationships. In the absence of richer data, it is hoped that the resulting classification will
elp to sketch out the most fruitful directions for future research on these languages.

Earlier Studies

The languages of the Malayan aborigines have attracted scholarly attention since the early nineteenth century, and overall internal classifications have been proposed by several workers, most of whom used secondary materials gathered in the field by untrained collectors.

Although earlier writers had suggested that some of the languages of the Malayan aborigines were related to the Mon-Khmer languages, the first comprehensive study was P.W. Schmidt's *Die Sprachen der Sakai und Semang auf Malacca und ihr Verhältnis zu den Mon-Khmer Sprachen* which appeared in 1901. Basing his classification on distinctive vocabulary tests, Schmidt distinguished two major subgroups in the Malayan Austroasiatic languages: a northern 'Semang' group and a southern 'Sakei' group, the latter further divided into two subgroups, thus (square brackets enclose the names employed later in this paper):

Semang [Northern Aslian]
Sakei I [Temiar, Lanoh]
Sakei II [Semai, Mah Meri]

Schmidt excluded the 'Jakun' languages of the southern part of the Peninsula from his classification as not being Austroasiatic in affiliation.

In 1906 C. O. Blagden refined the classification he had proposed some decades earlier. Provided with more materials than Schmidt he produced the classification which with only minor modifications has served most scholars ever since. Again, a basic distinction was drawn between 'Semang' and 'Sakai' groups, but
finer distinctions were recognised in each of these subgroups than Schmidt had seen fit to draw. Blagden, however, was employing phonological criteria in addition to his very rich lexical material. His classification (Blagden 1906: 385f.) was as follows.

A. Semang
1) Semang-Pangan [Northern Aslian]
2) Low Country Semang (extinct)

B. Sakai
1) Northern Sakai [Temiar, Lanoh]
2) Central Sakai [Semai]
3) Southern Sakai
   a) South Western Sakai [Mah Meri]
   b) South Eastern Sakai [Semelai, Temoq]
4) Eastern Sakai
   a) Inner Group [Jah Hut]
   b) Outer Group [Semaq Beri]

Blagden further implies (p. 396) the following hierarchy of relationships between the various branches of Sakai:

```
    Northern
     |
   Central
     |
Southern
     |
Eastern
```

What might well have become the next major advance unfortunately remained unpublished. I refer to the work of R.J. Wilkinson, who around 1909 arranged the collection of about sixty 'type vocabularies (of over two hundred words each) filled up by workers in all parts of the Peninsula' (Wilkinson 1910:7). Nothing now remains of these lists², but a summary of the results was published. Wilkinson writes (1910:8)

The results of the enquiry have been the reverse of sensational. They do not bear out Mr. Blagden's theory that there are
(at least) three distinct linguistic groups in the Peninsula each with its own dialects and sub-dialects. The vocabularies tend to show that there are five dialects spoken and that these dialects have so many words in common that they may be regarded as belonging to one single language-group. Corresponding to these five main differences in speech there are important differences in race and culture, so that it may be taken for granted that there are five distinct tribes or races of aborigines; the Semang, the Northern Sakai [Temiar], the Central Sakai [Semai], the Besisi [Mah Meri], and the Jakun [not Austroasiatic speakers].

In 1915 Wilkinson added the information (p. iv) that he had discovered a sixth 'Mon-Khmer dialect' in the peninsula. This was spoken in 'the great mountain mass of Gunong Benom in Pahang' from where he had hitherto been unable to collect any word-lists. Though he gives no samples of this language, it represents in all probability the first report of the language that is nowadays referred to as Che' Wong.

With regard to the interrelationships of these languages Wilkinson goes no further than to remark

A word of caution has also to be uttered against the imprudence of relying too much upon word-lists. Word-lists of Central Sakai and of Besisi (Southern Sakai) show very close affinities, while the grammars of the two languages are poles apart. Of the grammars of Semang, Benom and Jakun nothing whatever is known, and of Northern Sakai very little. We want more data.

Until recently the latest classification of the Malayan aboriginal languages to be based on new field data was that of Father Schebesta, the well-known
ethnographer of the Malayan Negritos. Though many of his guesses about the relationships of the more southerly languages can now be seen to be wrong, and although he did not in principle move beyond Blagden's classification, Schebesta did make two notable advances: he was the first to make a comprehensive report and use of the proper ethnic labels, and he greatly refined the classification of the Semang languages.

Schebesta's schema for the tribal names of Malaya is, except for minor changes, the one upon which standard administrative and scholarly usage is now based. (The original source of this schema in English is Schebesta 1926.) The final version of Schebesta's classification of the Semang languages (1952:85f.) reads as follows, with each major subgroup labelled with its distinctive term for 'fellow human being'.

1) North Semang (Men'i')
   a) Tonga/Mos (S. Thailand)
      b) Kensiu [Kensiu]
      c) Kenta' (i) K. Nakil
         (ii) K. Bogn
            [Kintaq Bong]

2) East Semang (Menra')
   a) Jahay [Jehai]
   b) Menri' [Mendriq; Mintil]

3) South Semang (Batek)
   a) Batek Nogn [Bateg Nong]
   b) Batek Hapen
   c) Batek Kleb [properly, 'Kled']
   d) Temo' [Temoq]

Additionally, Schebesta distinguished a fourth division of Semang, West Semang (Sema') consisting of Sabub'n-Lanoh [Sabum; Lanoh]; but this he
Acknowledged to belong with Temiar in Northern Sakai, all other authors have done.

Unfortunately, no lexical material of any value available from the S. Thailand Semang, though recent information (Brandt 1961) suggests that they will survive as a group. The Temo' at the opposite end of Schebesta's list are quite obviously misplaced; knew of them by hearsay only, and they belong linguistically and ethnologically with the other non-Semang groups that surround them in the south. The rest of Schebesta's classification is not worth discussing further, except to note his guess that 'the actions styled by Blagden Southern and Eastern Sakai all...turn out to be Jakud'n dialects which approximate, through admixture, either to the Semang Men'ra' group or to one or both of the Sakai groups (Northern and Central).' In this assessment he was misled, as shall see, by the high rate of borrowing between some of these languages.

A widely available classification is the one given by Williams-Hunt (1952:23). But this is no more than a variant of Blagden's scheme, made more complicated by the admission of non-linguistic criteria; requires no further discussion here.

Finally, there are two classifications that linguists working outside the immediate area are likely to be using, Pinnow's (1959:4f.) and Voegelin's (1966). Neither of these classifications marks any advance, as they are clearly direct rehashes of Schebesta's and Blagden's respectively. Pinnow, however, was the first to propose an overall label for the Malayan Austroasiatic languages, which he calls the Malacca languages. Perhaps this is the
place to point out firmly that although older German sources refer to the whole of the Peninsula as 'Malacca', this term actually refers only to one of the smallest constituent states of the Malaysian Federation; a state, furthermore, in which only one of the languages (Mah Meri) covered by the term is spoken. To obviate any confusion I propose therefore that Difflloth's suggested term 'Aslian' be used henceforth for the Austroasiatic languages of the Malay Peninsula, including the immediately related languages of the Negritos of S. Thailand (but excluding, of course, the Austronesian languages spoken in the south of the Peninsula by Orang Asli of the so-called Jakun or Aboriginal Malay group).

In summary, all previous classifications have distinguished between a northerly Semang group of languages spoken by Negrito groups and a southerly Sakai group spoken mainly by non-Negrito groups. The Sakai languages, however, have not been consistently classified in relation to each other. My own investigation, based on entirely newly-gathered data, confirms the distinctiveness of the Semang group (my 'Northern Aslian'). But the Sakai group can now be seen to break down into two quite separate groups (my 'Central Aslian' and 'Southern Aslian'), each coordinate with the Semang group. In terms of Schmidt's and Blagden's classifications I have split; in terms of Wilkinson's classification I have clumped.

2. The Present Survey

2.1 Selection of languages for study

The first aim of this survey is to provide a basis for a rational classification of the various Malayan Orang Asli groups. A tradition has grown up of using an unwieldy classification in which
Supposedly genetic, linguistic and cultural criteria are aggregated together as if they varied in a concordant manner. In fact, these three sets of criteria are quite discordantly, and the only valid method of approach is to plot the pattern of variation of each set of characteristics separately: the present paper is concerned with the linguistic pattern (though an attempt is made later to relate this to the major culture-historical factors in Aslian ethnohistory). (Cf. Appendix I.)

The first task, then, was to obtain a sample of the language or dialect spoken by each of the Austroasiatic-speaking Orang Asli ethnic groups currently recognised in Malaysian administrative practice. This accounts for the following languages or dialects (cf. Lamin 1968:47): Kensiu, Kintaq, Jehai, Mendriq, Bateg, Che' Wong, Lanoh, Temiar, Semai, Jah Hut, Mah Meri, Semaq Beri, Semelai, Temoq.

However, closer investigation revealed that the official classification is rather too cavalier with ethnic distinctions that the Orang Asli themselves consider to be significant. In some cases this was corrected by enquiring about tribal names that had already appeared in the literature but which are no longer in current administrative usage, and in other cases by using hitherto unreported names obtained directly from Orang Asli informants. In this way the following categories were arrived at. Kintaq was split into K. Bong and K. Nakil (cf. Evans 1937:Cap. 5; I have a sample only of the former dialect). Selantan Mendriq was separated from the so-called 'Mendriq' of Pahang, which is here renamed Mintil in accordance with Negrito usage. Many dialects of Bateg were recognised, only two of which appear here—Bateg
Nong in Pahang which has been reported before, and Bateq Deq of Kelantan which is a newly-reported name. The Semnam and Sabum dialects were separated out from Lanoh proper (cf. Evans loc. cit.), while the latter was separated into two hitherto unreported sections, Lanoh Yir and Lanoh Jengjeng. The commonly recognised dialectal variability of Semai (cf. Diffloth 1968) was acknowledged by taking samples of two dialects, Semai I and Semai II.

2.2 Present status of languages selected

The present numbers and conditions of the speakers of the various Aslian dialects are given below; a map of their distribution is given in Fig. 1. The figures are taken from the 1969 Census, and the latest ethnographic and/or fullest bibliographic sources are given in parentheses. The two-letter abbreviations used here for the language names are also given.

*Kensi*u (*Kensew*)Ks: 98 Negritos, some still nomadic in north Kedah and over the Thai border, but most now settled since 1965 in a Government village near Baling in Kedah. (Schebesta 1954, 1957: Carey 1970.)

*Kintaq* Bong (*Kenta*? Bøŋ)KB: c.100 Negritos, still largely nomadic, but many semi-settled near Baling in Kedah and near Kelian Intan in Upper Perak. (Schebesta 1954, 1957; Evans 1937.)

*Jehai* (Je*hay*)Je: 702 Negritos, living (unusually) in the mountains dividing Perak and Kelantan just south of the Thai border. Still largely nomadic, but many now settling down, especially where they meet up with Temiar. The 'classical' Negritos of Schebesta's writings. Probably contain several
Figure 1. Malay Peninsula: Distribution of Aslian Languages (Approximate)
dialect groups not in contact with each other. (Schebesta 1927, 1954, 1957.)

_Mendriq_ (Mənra?)Mr: 118 Negritos living in three or four dispersed semi-settled villages along the mid-reaches of the Kelantan River around Kuala Krai and Bertam; many of the so-called 'Bateg' on the lower Lebir River are also actually Mendriq. (Schebesta 1954, 1957.)

_Bateg Deq_ (Bateg De?)BD: a dispersed group of about 300, nominally 'Negritos' but with a large proportion of non-Negrito elements in their physical and cultural make-up; some semi-settled on the Aring River in south Kelantan, but others wholly nomadic in that area and ranging over into Trengganu and Pahang. (Needham 1960; Benjamin MS; Endicott 1969:3f.)

_Mintil_ (Mintil)Mt: a small group of nomadic Negritos, numbering probably no more than 40 persons, ranging along the Tanum and coming out occasionally to Chegar Perah railway halt; no contacts with other Orang Asli groups, and only minimal contacts with Administration, by whom they are regarded as 'Mendriq'. (Benjamin MS.)

_Bateg Nong_ (Bateg Noŋ)BN: a group of about 100 'Negritos' very similar to the Bateg Deq, mostly semi-settled in fairly accessible villages near Jerantut in Pahang. (Evans 1937; Endicott MS.)

_Che Wong_ (Ce? Wnoŋ)CW: 272 semi-settled non-Negritos in three or four villages on the southern slopes of Gunong Benom between Raub and Kuala Krau in Pahang; their ethnological classification has always been problematic; Needham claimed that the proper tribal name is Siwang, but no other investigator has been able to confirm this. (Needham 1956.)
Semnam (Səmnəm)Sm: a 'Lanoh' subgroup; Negritos semi-settled on the Ayer Bal river near Kuala Kenering Upper Perak.

Sabum (Sabūm)Sa: a 'Lanoh' subgroup; Negritos belonging to a nearly extinct group, now living semi-settled with other 'Lanoh' Negritos near Lenggong in upper Perak.

Lanoh Yir (Lanoh Yɪr)LY: a Lanoh Negrito group living on the Sarah river, a tributary of the Perak adwaters; probably still mainly nomadic.

Lanoh Jengjeng (Lanoh Jɛŋjɛŋ)LJ: a semi-settled lanoh Negrito group living in association with Temiar the Ringat river above Grik in Upper Perak.

(N.B. Conventional published enumerations do not divide the Lanoh into subgroups; the total number of lanoh is put at 264, presumably including some other subgroups not listed here.) (For all Lanoh groups see Evans 1937; Schebesta 1954, 1957).

Temiar (Tɛmɛr)Tm: the major Orang Asli group in north Malaya, consisting of 9,929 swidden farmers extending over 2,000 square miles of jungle in Perak, lantan and northern Pahang; increasing contact with other ethnic groups at the periphery of their territory; their language has become somewhat of a lingua franca among Orang Asli groups, and is one of the two languages in which special Orang Asli programmes are broadcast by Radio Malaysia. (Benjamin 1968, 1973.)

Semai (Səməy; Səmɛy)Sm: the largest single ethno-linguistic group of Orang Asli, consisting of 5,506 swidden farmers, cash-crop farmers and wage-labors, living in many different environments, from hill jungle to urban fringes; one of the two major languages of Orang Asli radio broadcasting, but
consisting of several quite variable dialects, only two of which are treated here: Semai I, a lowland western dialect sample from Kg Redang Ponggol, near Bidor, Perak (this does not seem to correspond unambiguously with any of the dialects treated by Diffloth); Semai II, an eastern highland dialect from Fort Sin on the Betau river, Pahang (this probably corresponds to Diffloth's LIP dialect). (Dentan 1968; Diffloth 1968.)

Jah Hut (Jah Hēt)JH: 2,013 swidden farmers concentrated on the eastern slopes of Gunong Benom above Kuala Krau in Pahang. (Evans 1927:37-40; Polunin MS.)

Mah Meri (Hma? Mērī)MM: the 'Besisi' of earlier writers; farmers and fishermen living at various points along the coast of Selangor and Malacca, numbering 1,198 (Shahrum).

Semq Beri (Semq Bērēh)SB: an ill-defined group numbering 1,406, containing settled members (probably merging with Semelai in the south) and nomadic foragers ranging widely from around Tasek Bera in Pahang, through Trengganu, and into Kelantan; most other Orang Asli regard them as Semelai. (No useful literature available.)

Semelai (Semelay)S1: 2,391 wage-earners, swidden farmers and lake-fringe fishermen in the lowlands northwards from Segamat to the south bank of the Pahang river. (Collings 1949b; Hoe 1964.)

Temoq (Temo?)Tq: a little-known group of c.100 nomads and casual cultivators ranging the Jeram river northeast of Tasek Bera in Pahang. (Collings 1949a.)
In addition to the dialects discussed in this paper there are other Austroasiatic dialects in the Malay Peninsula. Of these some have totally died out, others will surely soon do so, while yet others should remain available for investigation for some time yet. A full listing of these additional dialects belongs more to an ethnological study so I will mention here only the linguistically more interesting ones.

It seems likely that most of the Negrito dialects of southern Thailand, including those spoken some distance north of the border (Evans 1927:2-14), will turn out to be closely related either to Kenisi or to Jehai. Likewise some of the hitherto unreported group names that Kirk Endicott and I have collected from Negritos in Kelantan, Trengganu and Pahang will most likely turn out to be closely related to the ateg group of dialects. Of great interest is the likelihood that a whole subdivision of the Negrito or northern Aslian languages has become extinct during the past century; this is the so-called 'Low-Country Semang' reported by various sources to have been spoken on the mainland opposite Penang island (Blagden 1906:390-1).

Among the groups classified ethnologically as Negritos but whose speech has long been recognised to belong to the Central Aslian group there are probably several dialects yet to be discovered. H.D. Noone (1936:52) suggested that this 'Lanoh complex' is the remnant of 'a series of different tribes whose ancestors were more numerous and ranged further afield both towards the sea and southwards among the foothills'. An inspection of Schebesta's 'Ple-Temer' material (1931) shows it to be not Temiar but some
dialect intermediate between Temiar and the Lanoh group. This suggests that Temiar might once have been joined to the latter group by a continuous dialect chain. My failure to find traces of the dialect described by Schebesta among the present-day inhabitants of the settlement where he collected it (Kuala Jumheng, Perak) further suggests that many of these intermediate dialects might be rapidly disappearing.

Further south three languages stand apart from the other members of their respective subgroups: Che' Wong and Jah Hut in the Benom massif of central Pahang, and Mah Meri along the coast of Selangor. Such 'singles' are not unknown in the literature of language classification. But from time to time dialects have been reported from various parts of the Peninsula which may well turn out on closer examination to be immediately related to these three languages or to be intermediate between them and the other members of their groups. Unfortunately it has not been possible to gather fresh field data on these dialects sufficient to decide the issue here. For the record, however, it might prove useful if I mention some of the dialects reported in the older literature that might fit in with this discussion. The mysterious 'Beri Nyeg' or 'Jo-ben' of the upper Kla river on the west of Gunong Benom probably speak a language quite closely related to Che' Wong (Evans 1927:41-2; Ogilvie 1949:17-8). The 'Jah Chong' mentioned by Ogilvie (1949:18) are probably coterminous with the people called Jah Hut by other authors; but they may include speakers of dialects sufficiently different from Jah Hut to diminish somewhat its status as a 'single'. Blagden suggests (1906:397) that 'Besisi' (i.e. Mah Meri) is immediately related to a
A couple of dialects situated further inland, namely 'Orang Bukit of Ulu Langat' and 'Daley's Selangor Sakai' from the Kuala Lumpur area. To the best of my knowledge the Orang Asli of these two areas are now commonly regarded as Austronesian speakers, either of Malay proper or of some Jakun dialect; but careful language-hunting in that now rapidly urbanising area may still turn up clues as to the origins of the discontinuous distribution of the Austroasiatic languages along the west coast.

Another outlying dialect mentioned by Blagden (p. 396) is 'Orang Tanjong of Ulu Langat', which from this identification is quite clearly to be regarded as a form of Semai. Whether this isolated group of Semai speakers still exists I do not know, but a search might well provide additional information for the study of Semai dialectology already started by Difflas (1968). They may well be the same people as the 72 Semais reported for Selangor state in the 1969 census.

Lastly, Blagden's mention of 'Southern Sakai' dialects in northern Johore suggests that forms intermediate between Semelai, Semaq Beri and Temoq might once have existed, lending greater credence to the possibility that these three languages are members of a dialect-chain. Perhaps the 'Semaq Palong' mentioned by Williams-Hunt (1952:44) belongs here.

4 Present state of Aslian linguistic studies

Descriptive analysis of individual Aslian languages in terms of modern linguistic techniques has yet to make much headway. Only one study exists that attempts an overall analysis, Asmah Haji Omar's account of Kintaq Bong (1963); unfortunately, this has remained unpublished and unknown to many of the
linguists who could make best use of it. (But see Asmah's paper in this volume.) A slightly inaccurate account of the phonology and morphology of Temiar has been circulated in manuscript form for some years; a corrected and amplified version forms one of the papers in this volume (Benjamin 1973). Gérard Diffloth has been gathering material on Semai for some time and is already in a position to provide accurate data on that language (see his papers in this volume). Both Diffloth and myself have made phonemic analyses of several other Aslian languages in the course of our work, but these remain unpublished.

There is a small amount of less strictly organised literature on individual languages which should be used with great caution, even though some useful information can be gleaned from it. For Jehai there is Schebesta 1928; for Semai, Tauern 1914, Wilkinson 1915, and Dentan MS; for Temiar, Carey 1961; for an unidentified 'Lanoh' dialect, Schebesta 1931; for Semelai, Hoe 1964; for Mah Meri, Skeat 1906, vol. I:635.

3.0 The lexicostatistical count

3.1 Choice of test-vocabulary and criteria for cognacy

Two main problems attend the setting up and use of a lexicostatistical test vocabulary for the Aslian languages: many of the items in the standard Swadesh 200-word list are inappropriate for various reasons; and in the absence of any comprehensive historical study of these languages it is often very difficult to decide whether two words are cognate or not.

The first of these objections is now widely recognised in the literature, and it is therefore not
ecessary for me to justify one-by-one the omission of words from the list used here. Many groups of words, in particular the colour terms and deictics, have been severely curtailed as they do not fit at all well with the semantic structure of the Aslian languages. Many other words have been omitted because the environments and cultures of the Orang Asli lead to the absence of the relevant concepts from their languages. Other words have been omitted so as to avoid errors arising from the vagaries of data collection in the field. A few words have been added to the list to give it a slightly more Southeast Asian list, but it remains basically a 146-word selection from Swadesh's 200-word list. It is unfortunate that I did not come across Thomas's word-list (1960) especially tailored to the Mon-Khmer languages until after most of my Aslian lists were collected; it would be very useful, however, if any re-study of the Aslian languages were to be based on Thomas's very carefully tested list rather than on Swadesh's.

The lack of any Proto-Aslian reconstructions has made it necessary in some cases to employ somewhat arbitrary criteria of cognacy in calculating degrees of lexical relationship. In cases where cognacy is not immediately apparent, or where certain categories of loanwords are involved, decisions have been based on the following criteria.

1. The root morpheme is given primacy; this is almost always the final syllable of the word, so that the prefixes (usually k-, l-, and r-) and infixes usually -n-, -r-, and -l-) are ignored. Thus, the following are regarded as cognates: cɒp, kacup (dig); pəpəʔ, kəpəʔ (wing); hup, hənum (breathe); leʔet, uet (know); mənʔ, səməʔ (person).
2) The initial consonants of the root morphemes are regarded as unlikely to vary between cognates, except in the case of palatals and liquids such as w-, y-, j-, r-, l-, etc. Thus dow, tiw (water); ged, kêt (cut) are regarded as non-cognates.

3) Final consonants of cognates should retain a constant place of articulation, except in the case of certain regular sound-shifts (such as Central Aslian -ʔ = Southern Aslian -h). Thus, t̠ʔʔ, ṭʔēh (earth) are regarded as cognates; but bəw, təbəʔ (big), and ḍənēh, ḍenjut (heavy) are regarded as non-cognates.

4) Where several apparently related words differ along two or more different dimensions so that clear-cut clumping into cognacy-groups is not possible, they are regarded as non-cognates, as for example in the following cases: ḡaj, wɛŋ, nɛm, haw (knife); jəroʔ, cəɾək, jɛləŋ (long).

5) No attempt is made to exclude inter-Aslian loanwords, even though this contravenes the canons of proper lexicostatistical technique. This does not affect the final calculation since most such cases stand out clearly from the cognacy rates of the immediately related languages. Besides, one of the aims of this paper is to calculate and discuss the significance of inter-Aslian loan rates. Thus, though SB hateʔ (tail) is clearly a loan from Northern Aslian, it is treated here as a cognate.

6) Following from criterion 5, and notwithstanding the other criteria, the possibility of 'sampling errors' between speakers of different dialects is allowed for in cases where alteration of one or two phonetically similar phonemes would change the words into obvious cognates. Thus the following are all
regarded as cognates: cōʔ, caw, cōh (dog); kawaw, wōd (bird); tlcēk, jētēk (sleep—a case of met- 
essis); nçēm, nttēp (near).

Certain acknowledgedly non-Austroasiatic words are treated as potential cognates in cases when there are reasons for assuming that they were incorporated to the Aslian languages before they split up into the present-day subgroups; but clear-cut loans from m-Austroasiatic languages (usually Malay) into individual Aslian languages are excluded from the list. (The same argument applies to the few expected cases where genuine Austroasiatic forms have entered the Aslian languages from a source other than oto-Aslian: in particular, some Khmeric loans seem to have entered Southern Aslian.) Thus the Austro- 

sian words kōbis, khōbēs, kōbos (die); lēbēh, lēbeh (any); sīyaʔ, sēyaʔ (salt) are regarded as cognates. t kēlkōʔ, tēkōʔ, etc. (claw) are regarded as non-

cognate with MM kōkōnt, as the latter appears to be a rect individual loan from Jakun.

2 The calculations and subgroupings

The test-vocabulary for all 20 languages and dialects is set out in Appendix II, which in addition provides the relevant Aslian words, indicates the following decisions: cognates are grouped together; n-cognates are separated; loan-words are separated from 'valid' items; and proper indication is given in those cases where no item has been reported for any particular dialect.

These decisions were submitted to three different types of calculation and tabulation: a straightforward cognacy percentage matrix for all Aslian dialects, a counterindicative matrix for Aslian
dialects, and, for Northern Aslian alone, a matrix showing the so-called 'homotrophic' or 'characteristic vocabulary' indices.

3.21 Cognacy rates

The cognacy percentage matrix is displayed in Table 1. (The figures are rounded-off to the nearest whole number.) For each language-pair the tabulated percentage was calculated by scoring 1 for each case of cognacy and 0 for each case of non-cognacy, dividing the total number of cognate cases by the number of items compared, and multiplying the result by 100. However, in the case of two languages adjustments had to be made to correct inflated percentages resulting from the incompleteness of their test-lists: specifically, the figures for Kintaq Bong (KB) and Temoq (Tq) are carefully adjusted, and in most cases are slightly lower than the figures that would be arrived at by unadjusted calculation.

Examination of the cognacy-percentages leads to the conclusion that the Aslian languages fall into three major subgroups: Northern Aslian with a modal cognacy rate of about 47%, consisting of Kensiu, Kintaq Bong, Jehai, Mendriq, Bateg Deq, Mintil, Bateg Nong, and Che' Wong; Central Aslian with a modal cognacy rate of about 38%, consisting of Semnam, Sabum, Lanoh Jengjeng, Lanoh Yir, Temiar, Semai I and II, and Jah Hut; and Southern Aslian with a modal cognacy rate of about 38%, consisting of Mah Meri, Semaq Beri, Semelai, and Temoq. (In Diffloth's terminology these three subgroups are referred to as Jehaic, Senoic and Semelaic respectively.)

The cognacy rates alone, however, do not allow us to decide how these three subgroups are related to each other. Northern and Southern Aslian seem to be
| 81 KB | 49 47 | Mr | 41 42 42 55 | BD | 48 49 | 60 58 | Mr | 46 49 | 46 49 53 58 | BN | 38 40 34 34 34 32 45 | CW |
|-------|-------|----|-------------|----|-------|-------|----|-------|-------------|----|-------|-------|----|
|       | 33 32 27 23 25 25 28 | Sn | 32 30 27 23 27 27 28 72 | Sa |
|       | 36 33 34 27 29 29 30 61 66 | LJ | 36 34 42 27 29 30 30 64 71 82 | Ly |
|       | 31 28 32 27 22 26 27 29 57 52 64 66 | Tm | 25 27 27 24 19 22 23 29 34 37 38 36 47 | SMI |
|       | 26 28 29 26 20 22 23 29 35 37 40 39 52 84 | SmII | 24 27 25 26 26 23 30 33 29 31 28 29 40 39 | JH |

**Table 1**

Asian Languages Cognacy Matrix

(percent, rounded-off)
equally distant from Central Aslian, with modal inter-group cognacy rates of 27% and 25% respectively. But the problem is that the relationship between Northern and Southern Aslian seems at first sight to be more remote than this, with a modal inter-group cognacy rate of only 16%. An attempt to resolve this difficulty will be made later in the paper; meanwhile, all three Aslian subgroups will be treated heuristically as coordinately related branches of Aslian.

Further subgrouping is nevertheless possible on the basis of these cognacy figures. Southern Aslian is a perfectly straightforward case, forming a dendrogram of the following shape:

```
  Proto-
  Southern
    Mah Meri
    Semaq Beri
    Aslian
      Semelai
      Temoq
```

Figure 2

The Central Aslian figures likewise allow of the formation of a dendrogram, as follows:

```
  Proto-
  Central
    Aslian
      Semnam
      Sabum
    Lanoh Jengjeng
      Lanoh Yir
      Temiar
    Semai I
    Semai II
    Jah Hut
```

Figure 3

But whereas the Southern Aslian languages are quite clear-cut from each other, the Central group demonstrates two further features. Firstly, six of
The dialects can be merged into three (or even two) languages: a 'Semai' language containing (among others) dialects I and II; a 'Lanoh' language consisting of at least the Jengjeng and Yir dialects; and a Sabum language consisting of the Semnam and Sabum dialects. Quite probably Lanoh and Sabum should rather be merged into a larger 'Lanoh' language containing both dialect-clusters, but the cognacy figures do not allow us to decide the issue.

Secondly, there has been a quite high degree of borrowing between some of the Central Asian branches, notably between Jah Hut and Semai, between Temiar and Semai, and between Temiar and Lanoh. The significance of such borrowings is discussed later.

It is the pattern of borrowings between Temiar and Lanoh that allows us to dispose of the possibility that Lanoh is more closely related to Temiar than to Sabum, which is the relationship implied by the pattern of shared phonological innovations between the three languages. Acceptance of this phonology-based classification would, however, entail a pattern of inter-language loans highly implausible from a geographical point of view.

The Northern Aslian languages, however, prove recalcitrant to subgrouping on the basis of these cognacy figures. Only limited conclusions can be drawn by simple inspection: 1) Kensiu and Kintaq Bong are dialects of the same language ('Kensiu'); 2) Che'ng is relatively distantly related to the other languages, but has borrowed from Bateg Nong; the remaining languages appear to fall into two major subgroups, a western one (Kensiu) and an eastern one (Mendriq, Bateg Deq, Mintil, and Bateg Nong); 4) hai is apparently more closely related to Mendriq...
than to any other language, though the reverse is not true.

It might be thought that this resistance to clear-cut subgrouping results from the formation of dialect chains between populations who are, after all, nomadic in lifestyle. But closer examination of the figures shows that though this has certainly occurred to a considerable degree, other factors are involved as well.

It is not always the case that the highest apparent cognacy rates are found between contiguous languages. Che’ Wong, for example, appears to be more closely related to Kensiu some 200 miles away than to nearby Mintil; while Kensiu appears to be more closely related to Mendriq than to Jehai, which separates them by about 100 miles.

Clearly we are not dealing entirely with a chain-like situation. But, just as clearly, techniques other than straight cognacy counts are needed to separate Northern Aslian into its constituent branches. It is mainly for this reason that the counterindicative and homotrophic matrix methods also were applied to the lexical data.

3.22 Counterindicative indices

The method of counterindications attempts to measure for any pair of languages the likelihood that they are not immediately related. I do not propose to outline the calculation procedures here as they are easily accessible in the literature (Gleason 1959:27-8; Landar 1966:199f.). Suffice it to say that immediate relationship between any two languages is indicated on a counterindicative matrix when they are linked by a significantly low minimum figure. The
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ks</th>
<th>KB</th>
<th>Je</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

Asian languages: Counterindicative indices
counterindicative matrix for the Aslian languages is displayed in Table 2.

Once again, the Southern and Central groups show unambiguous results, with the following pairs linked together as immediately related: Semelai and Temoq; Semai I and II; Lanoh Jengjeng and Lanoh Yir; and (less closely) Sabum and Semnam. This corresponds excellently with the subgroupings derived from the cognacy percentage matrix, with the further hint that Temoq and Semelai are more closely related than the cognacy method implies.

With the Northern group, however, there are no strikingly low minima; but the following conclusions may be drawn. 1) The most obvious minima link Kensiu with Kintaq Bong (which is to be expected), and Mintil with Bateg Deq. The latter result is a useful one, as the straight cognacy figures suggest that Mintil is equally related to both Bateg Deq and Bateg Nong, while the counterindicative figures suggest that it is much less closely related to Bateg Nong than it is to Bateg Deq. (The other relatively low minimum, the 13 scored between Mendriq and Kintaq Bong, is discounted here because of the already mentioned inadequacies in the data on the latter language.) 2) On the other hand, the counterindicative figures strongly suggest that neither Jehai nor Che' Wong are immediately related to any of the other Northern languages. 3) Slightly higher minima link Bateg Nong with the pair formed by Bateg Deq and Mintil. 4) Mendriq cannot be unequivocally linked with any other of the Northern Aslian branches on the basis of its counterindicative indices any more than it can on the basis of cognacy rates; the indices do suggest, however, that Mendriq has exchanged vocabulary with Kensiu,
Kensiu
   Kintaq Bong
   ---------- Jehai
   ---------- Mendriq
       Bateg Deq
       Mintil
   Bateg Nong
       Che' Wong

Figure 4a

The problem languages are Jehai and Mendriq, which appear to need yet further techniques before they can be satisfactorily positioned within the northern Asian group.

1.23 Homotrophic indices

The 'homotrophic index' is Landar's name for what Gleason calls 'characteristic vocabulary index' (Gleason 1959:28-9; Landar 1966:202), and is aimed at tabulating a weighting of exclusively shared cognates between any pair of related languages. The method is well enough described in the sources to need no further exemplification here. A homotrophic matrix is examined for the maxima it contains: the higher the homotrophic index for any pair of languages, the more do they share items of vocabulary not shared by the other languages on the matrix. However, caution is necessary at this point since it is clear that if no special measures are taken to exclude inter-language loans from the tabulation (as in the present
case) then a high homotrophic index could indicate a large proportion of exclusively shared loans as well as of exclusively shared cognates. Loan-based homotrophic maxima can only be separated from cognacy-based homotrophic maxima by comparison with the results of the other two methods of calculation.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ks</th>
<th>KB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Northern Aslian languages:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mr</th>
<th>BD</th>
<th>Mt</th>
<th>BN</th>
<th>CW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Northern Aslian homotrophic matrix (Table 3) enables us to make such a comparison and draw the following conclusions.

1) It confirms that Kensiu and Kintaq Bong are dialects of the same language. 2) It confirms the hypothesized close genetic relationship of Bateg Deq and Mintil. 3) It confirms the suspicion that the following language-pairs have exchanged vocabulary: Mendriq and Kensiu, Mendriq and Mintil, Bateg Nong and Che' Wong. 4) It suggests further that the following language-pairs have exchanged vocabulary: Mintil and Bateg Nong, Kensiu and Jehai. 5) It hints at a closer relationship between Kensiu and Che' Wong than their physical distance would seem to allow. 6) Most importantly, it confirms the suspicion that Mendriq and Jehai are immediately related.

Despite the obvious fact that the Northern Aslian languages have so borrowed from each other as
form a meshwork rather than a branching tree, we can best study the pattern of borrowings if we first set up an ideal-type dendrogram to indicate the most probable hierarchy of genetic relationships. The combined weight of the three sets of calculations points to the following as the best-fitting representation of Northern Aslian relationships.

Figure 4b

8 Non-lexical correlates of the proposed sub-grouping

I have already quoted Wilkinson's warning against relying exclusively on lexical data in setting language classifications. The aim of the present paper, however, is to use the lexical data to set up heuristic classification of the Aslian languages in the hope that it will give direction to further search. But to do this job properly, I believe that the implications of the lexically-based classification would be fully worked out, even to the extent of setting up a detailed model of the prehistory of Aslian language differentiation, in the full understanding that future work may greatly alter the picture.

Nevertheless, the classification just proposed does receive some support from the sparse non-lexical
data at present available. Firstly, let us examine the extra evidence to support the three-part division into Northern, Central and Southern.

Phonologically, all Aslian languages share the same basic phonemic inventory (see Appendix II), with the following exceptions. 1) Northern Aslian has as rare additional phonemes /f/ and /z/. 2) While Central and Southern Aslian possess a phonemic contrast between long and short vowels in word-final syllables, this contrast is lacking from Northern Aslian. 3) Southern Aslian possesses a contrast between aspirated and non-aspirated syllable-initial stops which is lacking from Central and Northern Aslian.

Inspection of comparative vocabularies suggests that some regular sound changes correspond to the three-part grouping. I mention only two here: Southern and Central Aslian seeCVC corresponds to Northern Aslian haCVC ('leaf', 'shoot', 'rotten'); Northern and Central Aslian word-final -? corresponds to Southern Aslian word-final -h ('earth', 'fish', 'fruit', 'leaf', 'louse', 'rice', 'woods').

Morphologically, the Aslian numerals have long provided a key means of subgrouping, ever since Blagden's brilliant discussion (1906:454f.). A tabulation of the first three numerals (only Che' Wong and certain Southern languages go beyond three without borrowing from Malay) will demonstrate their closeness of fit with the three-part linguistic division.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Northern</th>
<th>Central</th>
<th>Southern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nay, ney, nɔy</td>
<td>ney, nTh, ney-</td>
<td>moy, muy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wey nanw?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biyeh, ber</td>
<td>nār</td>
<td>hmāh, mar,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(duwa?)</td>
<td>(duwa?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(tiga?)</td>
<td>ne?, ni?,</td>
<td>hmpe?, hmpe?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(tiga?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The pronominal system, however, sets Southern Aslian apart from the other two. Whereas the Northern and Central systems possess fully-blown pronominal radigms containing singular, dual and plural number all three persons, combined with an inclusive-exclusive contrast in the first-person terms, the Southern system lacks the dual number and the exclusive-exclusive contrast. In addition, the Southern Aslian pronominal paradigm possesses the peculiar feature that the second- and third-person forms are identical, which is not the case for Northern and Central Aslian.

Further study of these languages will surely reveal more contrasts of this kind.

10 Differentiation and interaction of Aslian languages

The model of Aslian relationships developed above is intended to serve as a starting point for further investigation, and not as a self-justifying d-product. Let us see, then, how the dendrogram helps us to understand something of the past and present circumstances of the Aslian languages. There are two main problems here: inter-language loans, and Aslian linguistic prehistory. As we shall see, these two concerns are intimately connected.

It is of course now generally recognised that a dendrogram is a misleading way of representing
linguistic differentiation, for only in the rarest cases do languages split apart at a single moment in time never to contact each other again. The normal pattern involves a relatively long period of localised dialect formation during which most of the speakers retain contact and mutual comprehensibility. Some of the dialects may later move apart in such a way that the habit of intercommunication is lost, and a 'new' language comes into being. There is no reason however why the 'new' language should be as homogeneous and dialect-free as the usual naive model of linguistic differentiation would suggest. The chances are that so-called 'languages' are from their inception already marked by heterogeneity and incipient dialectal differentiation. This model, representing what is probably the most common pattern of linguistic differentiation, has been labelled the 'mesh principle' by Swadesh (1959:7f), who urged that it be made an explicit element in linguistic research. From here on in this paper we shall do just that.

If we assume that languages take a considerable time to split apart it should not be a matter for embarrassment that two or more coordinately related groups of languages usually show a considerable scatter in their constituent cognacy rates. On the contrary, this common observation should be turned to advantage and the variance in the figures deliberately used as a means of measuring the degree of mesh-formation that has occurred. To do this, however, we need to develop a simple set of procedural rules, as the published literature seems not to give any detailed guidance.
Consider the simple hypothetical case in which three languages are related genetically thus:

```
   A
  / \
 B   C
```

Use of the mesh principle allows the probable course of differentiation between them to be illustrated by the following series of Venn diagrams, where overlap of the circles indicates continuing mutual comprehensibility between dialects, and non-overlap indicates that the speech communities have finally split apart into mutually incomprehensible languages.

This situation is most likely to show itself on a cognacy percentage matrix in the form of a slightly lower cognacy rate for A and C than for B and C. The real-life situation, however, is likely to be more complex, as each of the languages A, B, and C will in turn be simultaneously undergoing further differentiation into dialects, as represented in stage V of Figure 5. The split between the A-B group and the C group would then be represented on a cognacy matrix by 18 distinct cognacy percentages. Under optimum conditions, then, for any two-way split there are four different kinds of cognacy figures available to play around with, and these provide the basis for the following set of procedural rules.

For any two coordinately related groups of languages:

1) The minimum reported cognacy percentage (e.g. A-C) will be taken as representing the earliest occurring split.
2) The highest reported cognacy rate which statistical calculation shows to fall still within the range of figures representative of a continuous process of mesh-formation will be taken as representing the latest-occurring split in that process (e.g. B-C).

3) The statistical mode of all the relevant cognacy rates will be taken as an indication of the degree of mesh-formation that has occurred: if the mode is higher than the latest-split cognacy rate, then the speakers of the various languages have probably remained in contact with each other; if the mode is equal to or less than the latest-split cognacy rate, then the speakers of the various languages probably lost contact with each other at an early stage.

4) Percentages more than 3% above the latest-split percentage will be taken to indicate that borrowing has occurred specifically between the two languages concerned: the difference between the parent cognacy rate for the two languages and the latest-split cognacy rate for the groups to which they belong will be taken as the loan-rate (in %) between them.

The results of applying these calculations to the Aslian data are set out in Table 4, which tabulates the significant apparent loan rates between the various languages along with the proportion of the first vocabulary that each language has borrowed from that, in rounded-off percentages. This should be read in conjunction with the modal cognacy percentages given in Section 3.2 above. Let us now work out the implications of these figures.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4**

Asian Languages: Inter-lingual Loan Rates (percent, rounded-off only, rates > 3% are tabulated)
Societal factors in language differentiation

Firstly, the sociological aspects of Aslian language-differentiation and language-contact can be understood much more clearly with a knowledge of the cognacy rates for the three main groups and the a-group loan rates.

The three main divisions of Aslian show quite distinct characteristics in relation to these figures. Hern Aslian has no intra-group loans and a low cognacy rate (38%); Central Aslian has many a-group loans and a low modal cognacy rate (38%); Hern Aslian has many intra-group loans and a high cognacy rate (47%). Obviously this suggests the speakers of these languages have generated different patterns of inter-group contact.

With the partial exception of the Che' Wong, the speakers of Northern Aslian languages have until very recently all been nomadic hunter-gatherers, living in bands that move on every three or four days along traditional routes. There is a marked tendency to exogamy and for individual families constantly change their domicile from one band to another. Under such circumstances it is hardly surprising that all comprehensibility is possible over very large areas. Schefasta several times reported that the language he had first learnt in the Grik neighbourhood of north Perak was still understood by the Bateg nearly 200 route-miles away in central Pahang. Thus the markedly mesh-like pattern of Northern Aslian language distribution is to be expected.

With the exception of the Lanooh cluster, all the speakers of Central Aslian languages practise a long-established form of swidden farming, live in semi-
permanent villages, and usually move only within the confines of their home river valley. Although certain individuals travel a lot, the residential groups as a whole have a high degree of localisation. Under these circumstances the expected pattern of language differentiation would be one in which a few well delimited languages emerge as a result of earlier pioneer expansion, followed, as the population density rises, by consolidation of the various dialects, normally within the limits set by the major river basins. Mesh-formation would be restricted and it would be normal for the people to protest that they do not understand the speech even of their fellow tribesmen in the next valley. This is precisely the ethnographically reported situation for the Temiar, Semai and Jah Hut. Nevertheless, the figures show that these languages have exchanged vocabulary with other languages, though without breaking down the clear boundaries between them. Two factors probably are responsible for this: the widespread travels of individuals in search of spouses, employment or adventure; and the tendency for other smaller Orang Asli groups to attach themselves to the larger agricultural tribes in a sub-nuclear relationship for a season or two at a time.

The absence of mesh-formation and intra-group loans among the Southern Aslian languages points to a pattern of language differentiation in which language formation coincided with physical movements of the people away from each other so that contact was soon broken. Two factors would explain this pattern: the lower population density in the south suggests that pioneer, migratory swidden agriculture could have continued there until very recently; and the presence of ancient trade routes and settlements across the south
the Peninsula could have established very early the tendency of some southern Orang Asli groups to aggre-
gate near centres of commerce and to engage as much in trading as in farming.

*Interaction between contiguous languages*

Loans between individual languages, whether or not the same subgroup, demand more specific explana-
tions. The simplest cases to deal with are those where exchanging languages are contiguous in distribution where the speakers of the different languages often live together. There are several examples of this in the north-west of the Peninsula all the Negrito groups are in physical and cultural communica-
tion with each other, such that it is virtually impos-
sible to find a Negrito village in Perak with repre-
sentatives of less than three different ethnic groups; there is evidence that this is not merely a re-
tresult of the formation of composite bands, but a g-established feature of Negrito social organisa-
tion. This explains the large block of loans linking Kensiu dialects with the Lanoh dialects, and the tem with Temiar and Jehai. (The apparent absence of loans between Jehai and Kensiu will be discussed later.) A similar explanation will account for the spectacular block of loans linking Bateg Nong, *Wong* and Jah Hut in the centre of the Peninsula, the loans between Mendriq and Bateg Deq in antan. The Temiar and Semai do not normally live joint villages, but along their mutual boundary it usual for people to speak both languages well; nevertheless their high loan rates must be due to ear-
r close contacts which have since reduced in inten-


4.3 Interaction between non-contiguous languages

More difficult to explain are cases where loans appear to have taken place between languages that are not now contiguous. The assumption here must be that language movements have occurred: the apparent irregularities in Table 4 can then be used as a means of reconstructing the probable course of those movements. Furthermore, by comparing the loan rates of each of a group of immediately related languages with some other single language, it is possible to work out some form of relative chronology of language movements dated against language splits. Application of these techniques has produced the following suggestions as to the migrational history of individual Asian languages.

1) Jehai: Whereas Mendriq and Kensiu, though contiguous in distribution have exchanged vocabulary, Jehai has no loans from either language. This suggests that Kensiu and Mendriq were once in contact and that Jehai has since intruded, relatively recently, between them. If so, it probably came from the south, as the Jehai-Lanoh loan rates are extremely high, suggesting an earlier even closer contact than they have at present (particularly as the Jehai-Semnam loan rate is some 10% lower). In general, Jehai shows no loans with the languages of the easterly Negritos, though it has very high loan rates with the languages (Lan Sabum) of the westerly Negritos. This suggests that the move of Jehai into Kelantan and southern Thailand via the Belum and Pergau rivers must be relatively recent. It also suggests that Kensiu and Mendriq previously linked up in southern Thailand, remaining in contact there until recently.

2) Mendriq, Bateg Deq and Bateg Nong: The moments of these three languages have left their trac-
their loan relationships with Semaq Beri, which means to have maintained a mesh-like connection with Northern Aslian languages through its direct contacts with Bateg Nong (10%) and Mendriq (9%). But its loan rate with Bateg Deq is rather lower (5%), suggesting either that Bateg Deq has only recently moved to its present location, or that the high proportion of Malay loan words in Bateg Deq may have lowered its parent loan rates with all other languages. The lower loan rates between Bateg Nong and the non-contiguous Semelai and Temoq suggest that these latter be linked with Semaq Beri in a mesh relationship.

3) Che' Wong: This language shows a puzzling loan rate of 4% with Kensiu despite the distance which separates them. Assuming this figure to be valid, it would mean that during the early stages of Proto-Aslian, Che' Wong did not immediately move to the western group until after Jehai had split and moved south. Che' Wong would then have renewed contact with Kensiu for long enough to cause a but noticeable loan rate between them. Perhaps it was the return north of Jehai that spurred Che' Wong move away eastwards. Che' Wong shows high loan rates with all the Southern Aslian languages except Meri, which suggests that its ancestor came into contact with Proto-(Semaq Beri-Semelai-Temoq) before the latter split apart but after Mah Meri had split.

4) Temiar: No striking movements seem to be solved in this case. The only puzzle is the high loan rate that Temiar, along with Lanoh, has with Semaq i, a language that is extremely unlikely even in widest wanderings to have come into direct contact with Temiar. If these figures are to be trusted at all,
they suggest that a fairly dense mesh links Lanoh-Salakan and Temiar with those Negrito groups that have direct contact with Semaq Beri in the east. The high loan rates between the Lanoh cluster and Semaq Beri would then be purely adventitious, resulting from the close relationship between Lanoh and Temiar and from the relatively high loan rates between Lanoh on the one hand and Kensiu and Mendriq on the other. An alternative explanation could be that Proto-Semaq Beri came into close direct contact with Proto-Lanoh-Temiar before the latter split up into its present dialects: the cognacy rates allow of such a possibility even though the geography is a little doubtful.

5) Mah Meri: As a group the Southern Aslian languages have exchanged vocabulary only with Semai among the Central Aslian languages, which indicates that contact between them came about after Semai had split away from Proto-Temiar-Lonoh. Mah Meri, however, has generally lower loan rates with Bateg Nong and Che' Wong than do the other Southern Aslian languages, which suggests that it moved off to the west before Bateg Nong and Che' Wong arrived in the south to make contact with Proto-Semelai-Semaq Beri. Hence, Proto-Southern Aslian must have been in contact with Proto-Semai, and Proto-Semelai-Semaq Beri must have remained in such contact even after Mah Meri moved away, until Bateg Nong and Che' Wong eventually intruded between the Southern Aslian languages and Semai. The most likely route along which Mah Meri would have travelled lies in territory now occupied by the Malay-speaking Temu and Belandas groups, which would confirm the suspicion expressed by both Blagden (1906:396) and Dentan (1961:176) that these latter are in origin Malayised Semai rather than true Jakun. Strikingly, a small Semai
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outlier is still to be found, south of the main body, in Selangor. Since Mah Meri has no loans with the other Southern Aslian languages it probably moved away quite clean, perhaps as a result of intrusion by a foreign group or as a result of a complete alteration in the life-style of the speakers of one or other of the two branches of Southern Aslian.

If we could now feed some absolute dates into the interpretation of the figures we would be able to construct an outline of the linguistic prehistory of Aslian. Under the circumstances a glottochronological experiment is fully warranted, despite the well-known pitfalls of this method.

5.0 Glottochronological counts and prehistory

Table 5 displays the results of glottochronological calculations performed on the cognacy rates reported in Table 1. Time-depths in years-before-present (BP) have been calculated for those language pairs which correspond to the earliest- and latest-occurring separations for each of the splits implied by the dendrograms of language-relationships worked out in sections 3.21 and 3.22 above. A conservative retention rate of 86% has been employed in accordance with the tendency in recent glottochronological studies. Those who prefer to use lower rates in their calculations may easily convert the results presented here by means of a simple calculation.

The dates in Table 5 are given as maxima and minima at the 7/10 level of confidence, calculated according to the methods set out by Gudschinsky in her classic paper on lexicostatistical technique (1956). It is now possible to attempt a total reconstruction of Aslian linguistic history; the results of my attempt
do so are set out in the next section. But I must first explain why I believe this to be more than merely mechanical exercise in fitting a flow-chart to a set of figures.

As Blagdon hinted long ago (1906:470ff.), and as I've illustrated above, the statistical patterns of language differentiation bear a close relationship to the sociological and ecological circumstances of the people who speak those languages. A further possibility is that glottochronological datings, despite any doubts about their efficacy as absolute measures, may show a number of language splits to have been associated together in such a way as to suggest either that they all result from the same stimulus (or 'event', in an archaeological sense) or that they have directly influenced each other in a serial manner. Possible cases of serial interactions of languages on each other have just been discussed, while the possible effects of trade and agriculture upon language distribution were discussed in section 4.1. The recent growth of interest in the archaeology and ethnology of the Malay peninsula means that a glottochronology-based reconstruction would not stand for long without being tested against external data derived from quite different ends of research. The following reconstruction might, in its turn prove helpful to workers in related fields.

1 Reconstruction of Aslian linguistic prehistory

Five phases may be distinguished in the linguistic history of Aslian.

11 Emergence of Proto-Northern, -Central and -Southern Aslian from common Proto-Aslian

1) Originally all Proto-Aslian speakers were madic hunter-gatherers. Their language was almost
certainly heterogeneous even before it entered the Peninsula, where quite possibly there were Negritos already present speaking a non-Austroasiatic language of their own (related perhaps to Andamanese).

2) Some form of sedenterisation, probably associated with rudimentary agriculture, arrived on the scene some time between 6610 and 6410 BP, somewhere in the South-Central area. Judging from the mainly Austroasiatic character of the basic Aslian 'domestication' vocabulary, agriculture was probably received from Austroasiatic-speaking groups further north with whom they were probably still in linguistic continuity.

3) The northern people remained nomads, retaining direct contact only with the central people, so that already before 5970 BP northerners and southerners were speaking distinct dialects. The central people, however, still retained linguistic continuity with both the northerners and the southerners. By this time Proto-Aslian would have separated off finally from other Austroasiatic languages.

4) Some form of 'trade' (i.e. localised, mutual advantageous contacts with newly arrived foreigners at points outside the original Proto-Aslian area) arrived between 5280 and 5060 BP in the south. This caused some of the southerners to move away from the others, so that by 4900 BP linguistic continuity had been lost between the central people and those southerners who had moved away to 'trade'; all the southerners still retained linguistic continuity between themselves, however.

5) Some form of 'trade', or perhaps colonial settlement, arriving in the north between 5120 and 4900 BP led to further divergence between the northerners
d the central people—the northerners possibly entering into occasional direct foraging or trading contact with the foreigners, much as their Negrito descendants do today. By 4750 BP some of these northerners lost linguistic continuity with the central people, even though the residual northerners still formed a language mesh with the latter.

6) Proto-Southern Aslian finally separated off some time before 4470 BP, as pioneer agriculture led the southern farmers further south (possibly down the tang Padang, Jelai and Tembeling routes).

7) The north-central mesh finally broke up into Proto-Northern Aslian and Proto-Central Aslian some time before 4210 BP.

12 Separation of 'outlier' languages

1) As a result of the preceding long period of contact-relationship the Proto-Northern, -Central and southern Aslian languages must each have been fairly heterogeneous from the beginning. Some of their dialects now separated out to become outlier languages in the following stages.

2) Proto-Jah Hut began to separate off from the other Proto-Central Aslian dialects some time after 40 BP, finally emerging to the east as a distinct language some time after 3970 BP.

3) Proto-Northern Aslian divided into two blocks that Proto-Che' Wong began to separate off to the east some time after 3900 BP.

4) A split in the remaining Proto-Central Aslian dialects beginning after 3700 BP resulted in Proto-miar-Lanoh moving northwards away from Proto-Semai
and intruding into the Northern Aslian area.

5) Before 3440 BP Proto-Che' Wong had become distinct from the westerly Northern Aslian dialects, and by 3250 BP Proto-Semai had become finally separate from Proto-Temiar-Lanoh.

6) Proto-Mah Meri began to separate from the other Proto-Southern Aslian dialects some time after 3610 BP, becoming finally distinct before 3250 BP.

5.13 Emergence of the major languages

1) The western branch of Proto-Northern Aslian began to divide some time after 2710 BP, Proto-Kensiu moving westwards, Proto-Jehai-Mendriq southwards, and Proto-Bateg eastwards (probably to Ulu Pergau). By 2290 BP these had already established themselves as distinct languages, even though their speakers probably remained familiar with each other's speech and maintained actual contact. (It is possible that the stimulus for these moves was the development of more complex iron-working urbanising societies further north between 3000 and 2000 BP.)

2) Proto-Che' Wong moved south between Proto-Semai and Proto-Jah Hut until it abutted on the easterly Southern Aslian languages at about the same time (i.e. after 2570 BP) that the latter started dividing into Proto-Semelai to the west and Proto-Serai and Proto-Seri Beri to the east. By 2190 BP Proto-Semelai and Proto-Semaq Beri were distinct dialects.

3) Some time after 2300 BP Proto-Lanoh-Sabum began to split off westwards from Proto-Temiar. This might well have been the result of a population explosion following increasingly efficient food-production in the central area, causing the peripheral people—who probably looked like the northerners anyway—to
Some foragers in less densely settled territory. The time before 2030 BP Proto-Lanoh-Sabum formed a distinct language, just south of Proto-Jehai-Mendriq and just west of Proto-Temiar.

4) Possibly as a result of the further outward expansion of the Temiar speakers, two intrusive splits ensued in the neighbouring Northern Aslian languages. Some time after 2180 BP Temiar intruded into Proto-Jehai-Mendriq causing it to divide into Mendriq north-eastwards (towards Bateg) and Jehai proper southwards. This process was complete before 1900 BP. The simultaneous eastwards expansion of Temiar coincided with a split in Proto-Bateg some time after 2240 BP, with Bateg Nong moving off southwards, probably up the Lebir valley, and Bateg Deq remaining in the mid-anggiri area.

14 Emergence of the modern dialects

1) Continuing population increase and, very probably, the spread of Malay and Indian settlers upriver from the coast now set in motion a further series of dialect splits and language relocations. It was probably at this time also that secondary Mon and Khmer influences made themselves felt, especially in the north, as a result of trade, mining and settlement.

2) Proto-Bateg Deq began to split apart some time after 1970 BP, with Bateg Deq proper moving south to the Lebir, and Mintil remaining behind in the anggiri area; by 1640 BP they had completely separated. Mintil at this time remained in close contact with Mendriq, probably in the lower Galas valley, the two languages exchanging much vocabulary.

3) Some time after 1880 BP Proto-Semelai began to split up to form eventually a larger population of
farmers speaking Semelai proper and a smaller population of foragers speaking Temoq. Possibly at this time the Semaq Beri speakers also became secondarily nomadic. These changes, which were complete by 1620 BP, may have been started off by a chain reaction—the southward movement of Bateg Deq pushing Jah Hut further south until the latter in turn abutted on Proto-Semelai, leading that language to split up.

4) Some time after 1780 BP Proto-Lanoh began to move northwards, probably up the Perak river as a result of Malay and Temiar population pressure, hiving off a group of Proto-Sabum speakers who remained behind. The Lanoh speakers began to abut on the Jehai speakers, the two languages exchanging much vocabulary. But continuing pressures pushed the Jehai speakers further upstream into the hills (not the normal habitat of Negritos) from where many Jehai speakers spread out into the headwaters of the Patani and Pergau rivers where they are still to be found. Lanoh and Sabum became distinct dialects by 1340 BP.

5) As the Jehai-speakers reached the Mendriq area on the lower Pergau, the latter language in turn spread south and west along the Nenggiri around the Lah area where the Mendriq still live. The Mintil meanwhile moved south to the headwaters of the Galas and over the Pahang border into the Tanum headwaters where they remain today in relative isolation (developing unique complex secondary changes in pronunciation).

5.15 The recent phase

1) Several languages broke up into dialects, as follows. Since in most cases these dialects still form linguistic meshes, only nominal dates of separation can be given.
2) Proto-Sabum split apart into Semnam and Sabum per between 1220 and 965 BP. Sabum later entered into close contact with Lanoh Yir.

3) Proto-Kensiu split into Kintaq Bong and Kensiu per between 810 and 590 BP.

4) Proto-Lanoh split into Lanoh Yir and Lanoh Ungjeng between 760 and 550 BP. Both dialects entered into close contact with Temiar and Kensiu.

5) Proto-Semai produced dialects I and II between 1000 and 470 BP, Semai II later entering into close contact with Temiar. (There are many Semai dialects, and the true picture must be more complex than this.)

6) Since the Pahang Rebellion of the 1890's (AD!) Bateg Deq has come into very close contact with Malay, since their very high loan rate.

7) At the present time several ongoing language locations can be observed:

   a) The retraction of Semai in the southwest in favour of Malay, the people probably becoming members of the Temuan-Belandas tribal grouping.

   b) The expansion of Temiar in the northwest around Grik as more and more speakers of Lanoh, Semnam, Sabum and Jehai drop their original languages.

   c) The constant shuttling back and forth of Mendriq, Bateg Deq, Bateg Nong and Semaq Beri over the Kelantan, Trengganu and Pahang borders in the east. This is supported both by current ethnographic investigation and by careful examination of Blagden's comparative vocabulary (cf. Appendix III).
d) The probable rapid loss of the Southern Asian languages in favour of Malay as communications open up and schooling becomes widespread. Young Semelais (like some young Semais) frequently now speak only Malay to each other.

5.2 Cultural correlates of the proposed reconstruction

There are at least two specific ways whereby the above reconstruction may be cross-checked. From the archaeological point of view certain key 'events' are in principle likely to leave their traces in the soil and hence might one day be open to research. In particular, archaeological dating and placing of the following in the Peninsula would have great bearing on the present investigation: the date of the earliest appearance of a new human physical type that might reasonably coincide with the first arrival there of Austroasiatic speech; the date of the earliest beginnings of agriculture and/or sedentarisation; the date and place of earliest trading activities; the date of earliest colonisation by relatively more civilised foreigners. Even if the absolute dates provided by the archaeologists do not agree with those posited above, it will be possible to regard the language-based reconstruction as receiving support if the two sets of dates bear proportionately the same relations to each other. It would then be a simple matter to change the lexical retention rate so as to fit the new evidence; indeed that would provide an excellent means of calculating the true retention rate.

A second line of approach would be through a similar lexicostatistical study on the non-Austroasiatic languages of the Peninsula. Specifically, if the reconstruction of Jakun linguistic prehistory were to show a similar pattern to that of the Asian language
would further support the ideas presented here.

Indirect confirmation of the main features of this language-based reconstruction is provided by a number of studies of the cultural evidence for Malayan prehistory that the author is currently undertaking (Benjamin, Forthcoming a,b). On present evidence it seems possible to reconstruct indigenous Malayan culture-history on the assumption that no more than two original distinct cultures (the Negrito, and another as yet unnamed) have been differentially acted on by the agencies of foraging, agriculture, trade and civilisation, in a specifiable sequence and in specifiable locations. The evidence so far amassed for this study indicates a striking degree of parallelism between the patterns of differentiation of the languages, the religious systems and the kinship systems that have evolved within the Peninsula.

Since the original Conference version of this paper was written, further (and more direct) confirmation of its findings has been provided by Solheim's recent archaeology-based reconstruction of Southeast Asian culture-history (Solheim 1970, 1972). The major points of convergence between our two reconstructions are as follows:

a) The Late Hoabinhian culture began to fade out between 10,000 and 8,000 BP in N.E. Thailand, but lasted for a while longer in some other areas. Hence my suggested date of 6500 BP for the earliest sedentarisation in Malaya would correspond well with the emergence of 'distinct Middle Neolithic cultures' by 8000 BP and with the hypothesis that grain cultivation had begun in N.E. Thailand by 7000 BP (Solheim 1970:151-2).
b) Solheim suggests (1970:152) that sea-faring was well developed in Southeast Asia by 6000 BP in response to the post-Pleistocene rise in sea-level, and that the by-now sophisticated metallurgy of copper and bronze had led to the development of trade in some areas by 5000 BP. This corresponds closely to my suggestion that trade had already affected the Proto-Asians by 5000 BP. These sea-faring 'foreigners' would very likely have been of Austronesian speech and may well thereby have been the source of the long-recognised Austronesian but non-Malay elements in the Aslian lexicon (cf. Blagden 1906:435-8).

c) Solheim states (1970:152-3) that the major innovation of the fourth and third millennia B.C. was increased movement of people throughout Southeast Asia, especially all along the interior waterways. This is precisely what my reconstruction shows to have occurred in Malaya from 4340 BP up until the present time.

d) There is a strong possibility that indigenous pre-Khmer urbanisation (?) centralisation) in Central Thailand during the first millennium B.C. (Solheim 1970:154) served as a stimulus for the radiation and differentiation of Northern Aslian between 2710 and 2290 BP.

e) Thereafter, Southeast Asia enters the protohistorical and historical eras. The reconstruction presented in this paper suggests that Indianisation, Malay settlement (probably from Sumatra and Borneo) and Mon-Khmer trading-mining contacts began to affect the Aslian speakers from a nominal date of 1970 BP -- an
exact correspondence with Solheim's (1972:41) nominal date of 1 A.D. for the beginning of the 'Conflicting Empires' period in Southeast Asian culture history.

The remarkably close correspondence between the independently pursued archaeology- and linguistics-based reconstructions is noteworthy. Assuming that later research in the field does not upset these conclusions, a purely linguistic result of some significance will be the confirmation that the suggested lexicostatistical retention rate of 86% per millennium is very much closer to the mark for work in Southeast Asia than the more widely used rate of 81%.

3

Obviously, a broad theory has been erected here on the basis of evidence that may not be sufficient to support it. Each language or dialect is represented by only one wordlist—a rather poor showing when compared to Wilkinson's insistence that each dialect be evidenced by at least three lists. The likelihood of error is fairly high, therefore, and this study must be done over again as soon as more comprehensive data become available. Nevertheless the overall results fit together in a way that suggests they will not be greatly altered after re-study; only in the case of the maq Beri data is there some reason to suspect significant inaccuracies in the original word-list.

A second objection to the present analysis concerns the premiss upon which it is based, namely, the assumption that the three branches of Aslian recognised are go back coordinately to a single Proto-Aslian language. There is no doubt that there are at least two strata of Austroasiatic in the Peninsula (I have
data that amply confirm Blagden's suspicions on this score). Furthermore, some of the cognacy percentages reported here are rather lower than those quoted by Thomas and Headley (1970:404–5) as being typical of coordinately related subgroups within the Mon–Khmer family. While the Northern–Central Aslian and Central Southern Aslian rates are of the same order as those within Mon–Khmer, the lowest Aslian rates, viz., Northern–Southern Aslian, are of the same order as the cognacy rates between Temiar and both Nicobarese and Mon–Khmer. However, since the intra–Aslian lexical evidence does not support the idea of two separate proto–languages, it must be assumed that differentiation within the Aslian languages began earlier than within Mon–Khmer proper, but to be otherwise of the same order. This would also support the view, made plausible by both geography and simple inspection, that Aslian is more closely related to Mon–Khmer than to any other division of Austroasiatic. Indeed, it may well turn out to belong to Mon–Khmer proper, being that first subgroup to separate out from the common proto–language. (If so, Aslian may provide the best evidence yet for Benedict's 'Linking Austro–Tai' (see his paper in this volume).)

If this view is correct, observation of the mesh principle would lead us to expect that cognacy figures for Aslian vis–a–vis the other Austroasiatic languages would show a clear–cut break with all except the Mon–Khmer group. This latter would show a scatter of figures similar in kind to the scatter observed within the Aslian languages, indicating that Aslian remained in communication with some of the southerly Mon–Khmer dialects long after both groups had begun to split up. Ethnological and linguistic evidence (e.g. Blagden
(06:449-452) that a relatively settled agricultural lifestyle of existence was typical of some of the earliest Aslian-speaking groups would support this expectation, especially when confronted with my own suggestion (section 5.11 above) that agriculture and sedentarisation arrived on the scene only after Proto-Aslian had emerged in the Peninsula but before complete separation occurred between Proto-Aslian and the residual Proto-Mon-Khmer speech-community further north.

0 Suggestions for future research

Even if the more hypothetical parts of this paper eventually turn out to be unfounded it is to be hoped that it may at least have pointed out the most fruitful directions for future research on the Aslian languages. The most urgent tasks would appear to be the following.

1) A thorough survey of the Aslian languages used not on the standard taxonomic categories but on new categories derived from fresh field research. A thorough hunt must be made for hitherto unreported languages, especially those spoken by groups already well recognised ethnologically and administratively but whose speech may well turn out to be other than expected. Special attention should be paid to small rapidly disappearing speech communities, as these may serve to indicate chain-like relationships where none would otherwise be suspected. Areas where such a search would probably be most fruitful are: Southern Thailand, the hills west of Baling in Kedah, the mid-reaches of the Perak river and its tributaries between Tik and Kuala Kangsar, the Kelantan-Trengganu-Pahang border areas, the slopes and foothills of Gunong Benom in central Pahang, the Jakun-Semelai hinterland southeast of Tasek Bera extending from Pahang into northeast Johor, and those parts of Selangor separating
Mah Meri and the Semai outlier from the main body of Aslian languages. Coupled with this should be dialect surveys of the kind already begun for Semai by Diffloth.

2) For the purposes of historical linguistics, it is clear that the 'outlier' languages Che' Wong, Jah Hut and Mah Meri are crucial for the reconstruction of Proto-Northern, -Central and -Southern Aslian respectively. At the other end of the scale, attention should be paid to apparently insignificant dialects in the reconstruction of more recent stages; for example, the Lanoh and Sabum dialects are essential for a study of the history of Temiar.

3) From a more practical point of view, straightforward descriptive studies are needed; these would provide excellent topics for research by students of Linguistics at the University of Malaya. With data on Kintaq Bong, Temiar and Semai already collected (if not published) the following additional languages would seem to offer the widest scope in terms of practical accessibility to informants and of maximum diversity in structure: Mendriq, Che' Wong, Jah Hut, Semelai, and Mah Meri.

4) Research on secondary materials should not be neglected, however. It is clear from this paper that further lexicostatistical studies (especially with other Austroasiatic languages) and further exploration of the ethnological implications of language movement would be very useful.
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## Appendix I

### Comparative Orang Asli Taxonomy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethnic Group</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Physical/Administrative</th>
<th>Traditional mode of subsistence</th>
<th>Culture-type (Schebesta)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kienu</td>
<td>Northern</td>
<td>Negrito</td>
<td>Foragers</td>
<td>Semang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketaq</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samah</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kadriq</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keg</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kel</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaulil</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keg</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keling</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kung</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>Senoi</td>
<td>Farmers</td>
<td>Jakun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kieum/</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Negrito</td>
<td>Foragers</td>
<td>Semang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kioh</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiah</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>Senoi</td>
<td>Farmers</td>
<td>Senoi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiamai</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kung Hut</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>Jakun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khi</td>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>Farmers, Fishers</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinaq</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Foragers</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiri</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>Proto-Malay</td>
<td>Farmers, Fishers</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiniq</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>Foragers</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix II

Aslian Comparative Vocabulary

Orthography: This follows the system set out in the phonemic inventory below.

1. Consonants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>labial</th>
<th>dental</th>
<th>palatal</th>
<th>velar</th>
<th>glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>voiced stops</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiceless stops</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fricatives</td>
<td>f,v</td>
<td>s,z</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semivowels</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasals</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>ə,n</td>
<td>ə,n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lateral</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flap</td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laryngeal</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prenasalised and aspirated consonants are written as clusters: nt-, nj-, kh-, hm-, hŋk-, etc.

2. Vowels: All Aslian languages possess a 3 x 3 vowel system:

\[ i \quad u \quad u \]
\[ e \quad \theta \quad o \]
\[ e \quad a \quad o \]

Phonemic (double-) length is indicated by a macron: ā, ū, ə.
Phonemic nasality is indicated by a hook: ɛ, ɔ, ɔ̇.

The Vocabulary

The following conventions are employed in the wordlists.

1. Words adjudged to be cognates are enclosed within the same pair of oblique slashes / /.
2. Loanwords are enclosed at the end of the entry by square brackets [ ].
Where no Aslian word is reported for any language is is indicated within the final square brackets by hyphen following the relevant language abbreviation.

The following language abbreviations are used and the following order: Ks Kensiu, KB Kintaq Bong, Je neai, Mr Mendriq, BD Bateq Deq, Mt Mintil, BN Bateqong, CW Che' Wong, Sn Semnam, Sa Sabum, LJ Lanoh, Sj Mengjeng, LY Lanoh Yir, Tm Temiar, SmI Semai I, SmII Semai II, JH Jah Hut, MM Mah Meri, SB Semaq Beri, S1 melai, Tq Temoq.


2 BACK: Ks kiyo?, KB keyo?, Je kere?, Mr kere?, BD kere?, Mt keyow?, BN kere?, Sn kero?, Sa kero?, LJ kero?, LY kere?, Tm kere?, JH kere? / CW hpekak / SmI celot, SmII celod, MM jilat, SB celon, S1 celon / Tq je?ak


5 BIG: Ks taba?, KB taba? / Je cekey, Sn cekey, LJ cekey, LY cekey / Mr bew, BD bew, Mt bew, BN bew / CW mena?, Tm men?i, JH mena? / SmI nt?y, SmII nt?y, S1 they, Tq nthoy / MM kadam / SB pa?eh /
6 BIRD:  Ks kawaw, KB kawaw, Je kawqd, Mr kawaw, BD kawaw, Mt kawaw, BN kawaw, CW kawaw, SB kawadh / Sn cim, Sa cim, LJ cep, LY cep, Tm cep, SmI cep, SmII cep, JH cep, MM cim, Sl cim, Tq cip

7 BITE:  Ks kap, KB kap, Je kam, Mr kap, BD kap, Mt kap, BN kap, CW kap, Sn kap, Sa kab, LJ kap, LY kab, Tm kab, SmI kap, SmII kap / MM negek / SB gan, Sl gingo? / [JH gigit, Tq - ]

8 BLOOD:  Ks mhem, KB mhem, Mr bhem, Mt mhem, B mhem, CW mhem, SmI behTp, SmII behTp, JH nhein MM mhem, SB mhem, Sl mhem, Tq mhem / BD yap Tm lqt / [Je darah, Sn dayah, Sa dayah, LJ darah, LY darah]

9 BLOW:  Ks pet, KB pet, Mr pet, BD pet, Mt petwt, L pet, CW pet, JH pet / Je pehos / Sn tehO1, Sa tehO1, LJ tehO1, LY tehO1, Tm tehO1, SmI tehO1, SmII tehO1 / MM ?oh, SB ?oh, Sl ?ah\?oh, Tq ber\?oh

10 BONE:  Ks ?i?i?g, KB ?i?e?g, Je je?i?g, Mr je?ik, BN ji?i?g, CW je?e?g, Sn je?an, Sa je?an, LJ je?e?g, I je?an, Tm je?ak, SmI je?ak, SmII je?ak, JH je?an MM je?ak, SB je?an, Sl je?an, Tq je?an / [BD tu\an, Mt to\lan]

11 BREAST:  Ks ?am, KB ?am, Je ?em, Mr ?am, BD ?am, Mt ?am, BN ?am / CW bu?, JH b\? / Sn mem, Sa mem, MB \em, LY mem, SmI \em, SmII \em / Tm b\t / MM tu\, SB tu\, Sl tu\, Tq tu\n
12 BREATHE:  Ks jeg\g, Je neg\g, BN negjak, Sn neg\g / Mr n\hop, Mt n\hafw, LJ h\num, LY hu\ Tm h\num, SmI ber-lehem, SmII per\hem, JH pe\hom SB ?am\om, Sl ?am\om, Tq ?ah\om / Sa neg\eg / MM han\cy / [KB -, BD napas, CW benapas]
Sa tab, LJ tab, LY tap, Tm tab / SmI peŋlēk, SmII peŋlēk, JH peŋlen / MM kəpɔh, SB kəpɔh, Sl kəpɔh, Tq kəpɔh

EYE: Ks med, KB mêt, Je mid, Mr mêt, BD mêt, Mt mêt, BN mêt, CW mənt, Sn mad, Sa mad, LJ mad, LY mad, Tm mad, SmI mat, SmII mad, JH man, MM mənt, SB mad, Sl mət, Tq mənt

FALL: Ks katch / KB suwet, Sn səwəd / Je gibal / Mr res, CW rəwəs / BD pəp, Mt pəwp, BN pəp / Sa kelaʔ, LJ kelaʔ, LY kelaʔ, Tm kelaʔ / SmI jər / SmII teɡəh / JH cəreh / MM gəwəc / SB gərek, Sl gərek / Tq səboh

FAR: Ks mənjiʔ, KB mənjiʔ, Je mənaʔ jıʔ, Mr mənjiʔ, BD mənjiʔ, Mt mənjiʔ, SmI nəʔ, SmII nəʔ / BN con, CW con / Sn ləyeʔ, Sa ləyeʔ / LJ jərəʔ, LY jereʔ, Tm jəroʔ / MM ləp, Sl ləp, Tq ləp / SB nəy / [JH lajuʔ]

FAT (GREASE): Ks təj, KB tɔc, Mr tɔc, BD tɔc, Mt tɔc. BN tɔc / Je leʔəs, Sn leʔəs, Sa leʔəs, LJ leʔəs, LY leʔəs, Tm leʔəs / CW bəcəʔ, SmI bəncəʔ, SmII meŋcək / MM ləp / [JH gənəməc, SB gəməc, Sl gəmuk, Tq gəmuʔ]

FATHER: Ks ʔey. KB ʔey, Je ʔey, Mr ʔey, Mt ʔey, BN ʔey / Sn dəʔ, Sa doʔ, LJ dəʔ, LY doʔ / Tm bəh / SmI mənəʔ, SmII ʔabəʔ, JH ʔiʔeʔ / MM wəʔ / [BD paʔ, CW yah, SB bapaʔ, Sl bapaʔ, Tq ʔayah]

FEAR: Ks ʔentəŋ, KB ʔentəŋ, BD ʔentəŋ, Mt ʔentəŋ, BN ʔentəŋ, CW həntəŋ, Sn tūŋ, Sa tūŋ, LJ tūŋ, LY tūŋ, Tm tūk, SB bətəŋ, Sl bətəŋ, Tq bətəŋ / Je həgig / Mr ʔənəc / SmI səcəc, SmII səcəc / JH bəhəc / [MM gəliʔ]

FIRE: Ks ʔəs, KB ʔəs, Je ʔəs, Mr ʔəs, BD ʔəs,


36 FLOW: Ks wid, KB wēt, Je wid, Sn wid, Sa wid, LJ wid, LY wid, Tm wid / Mr ?ayyt, BD ?ayyt, Mt ?eyown / BN tēlōh / SmI gel, SmII gel, SB gel / Tq kējboj / [CW mēnīlīr, JH mēleleh, MM ?arūs, Sl jērem]

37 FLOWER: Mr bēkaw, BN bēkaw, CW bēkaw, Sn bēkaw, Sa bēkaw, LJ bēkaw, LY bēkaw, JH bokaw, SB bēkaw, Sl bēkaw, Tq bēkaw / [Ks bōṇa?, KB bōṇa?, Je bōṇa?, BD bōṇa?, Mt bōṇa?, Tm bōṇā?, SmI bōṇā?, SmII bōṇa?, MM bōṇa?]

38 FOOT: Ks can, KB can, Je can, Mr can, BD can, Me can, BN can, CW con / Sn juk, Sa juk, LJ juk, LY juk, Tm juk, SmI juk, SmII juk, JH jōn, MM jōk, SB jōn, Sl jōn, Tq jōn


40 FULL: Ks habun / Je sebim, Mr sebim / Mt cēweh, BN cēweh / CW bēk, Sn tēbik, Sa tēbik, LJ tēbik, LY tēbik, Tm tēbik, SmI tēbōk, SmII tēbōk, SB tēbōh / MM hūc, Sl sēbēn, Tq sēboc / [KB -, BD pēnūh, JH pēnūh]
?əneh, Sa ?əneh, LJ ?əneh, LY ?ənihar, Tm ?ənihar, SmI əneh, SmII əneh, MM ənihar, SB kəjəh, S1 kəjəh, Tq kəjuh / JH ələk.

49 HERE: Ks dəh, BN dəh, CW doʔ, Tm dəh, SmI dəh, SmII dəh, JH dəʔ / KB ʔəh, Je ʔəh, Mr ʔəh / BD dəʔ / Mt həʔ, MM hoʔ / Sn nəh, Sa nəh, LJ nəh, LY nəh / SB həʔnaʔ, S1 nəʔ / [Tq -]

50 HOLD: Ks cəkəm, Mr kem, Sn kəm, LJ kəwəm, LY kəwəc, Tm kəwəc, SB kem / KB cəp, BN cəp, SmI cəp / JH cəp / BD bət, Mt bət / SmII kəd / MM kəgu / S1 ɣək / [Je ʔəŋked, CW pəgu, Sa pəgak, Tq -]

51 HUSBAND: Ks əɛsəʔ, KB əɛsəʔ, Je əɛsəʔ, Mr əɛsəʔ, Mt əɛsəʔ, SmI əɛsəTr, SmII əɛsəTr, JH əɛsTr / BD təmkəl / BN tiʔ, CW teʔ, Sa teʔ / Sn ʔəŋkən / LJ təw, LY təw, Tm təw / MM ləməl / SB ʔipeʔ / Skənlək, Tq kələnən

52 I: Ks ɣəʔ, KB ɣəʔ, Je ɣəʔ, Mr ɣəʔ, BD ɣəʔ, Mt ɣəʔ, BN ɣəʔ, Tm ɣəʔ, SB ɣəʔ / CW ʔiŋ, Sn ʔiŋ, Sa ʔiŋ, LJ ʔiʔ, LY ʔiʔ, SmI ʔiŋ, SmII ʔəŋ, MM ʔəʔəŋ, S1 ʔəŋ, Tq ʔəʔəc / JH ʔiʔah

53 KNEE: Ks kələtən, KB kələtən, Je kələtən, Mr kələtən, BD kələtən, Mt kələtən, BN kələtən, CW kələtən, LY kələtən, SB kələtən, S1 kələtən, Tq kələtən / Sn kəɣəl, Sa kəɣəl, LJ kəɬəɬ, Tm kəɬəɬ, SmI kəɬəɬ, SmII kurəɬ, JH kəɬəwəl / [MM lutut]

54 KNIFE: Ks həj, KB həj / Mr wəŋ, BD wəŋ, Mt wəŋ, BN wəŋ, CW wəŋ, Tm ʔəwəj, SmI ɣəj, SmII ɣəj, SB way, S1 wəy, Tq way / Sn pəd, Sa pəŋ / JH nem / MM haw / [Je bəsiʔ, LJ bəsiʔ, LY bəsiʔ]

55 KNOW: Ks həyəb, KB həyəb / Je ʔed, Mr ləʔet, Mr əsinət / BN jahay, CW jəhəy / Sn ləʔp, Sa ləp, LJ ləʔp, LY ləp / Tm lək / JH sərək, MM sərəʔ / SB
63 MALE: Ks tėmkal, KB tėmkal, Je tėmkal, Mr tėmkal, BD tėmkal, Mt tėmkal, BN tėmkal, CW tūŋkal, SmI kėral, SmII kėral / Sn ?ęŋkop, Sa ?ęŋkop, JH kėra?kop / LJ tē? / LY tow / Tm babēh / MM lėmōl / SmI lėmōl, Tg ramōl / SB ?ipe?

64 MANY: Ks jenuh, SB bejeh / KB bale? / Je bėnoleed / Mr kōm, BD kōm, Mt kēum / BN bōn / Sn lēbēh, Sa lēbēh, LY lēbēh, Tm lēbēh / LJ bė?as?l / SmI je?gy, SmII je?gy / MM hnom / SmI rēy / [CW bese?, Tg -]

65 MEAT: Ks sej, KB sej, Je sej, Mr sec, BD sec, Mt seic, BN sec, CW sac, Sn sej, Sa sej, LJ sej, LY sej, Tm sej, SmI sec, SmII sec, JH sec, SB ηsec, SmI sec, Tg sec / [MM dagik]

66 MOON: Ks gec?i?, KB kese?, CW kese?, LJ gec?i?, Tm gec?i?, SmI gec?i?, SmII gec?i? / Mr bēlep / [Je bolan, BD bolan, Mt bōulan, BN bolan, Sn bolan, Sa bolan, LY bolan, JH bulan, MM bulan, SB bolan, SmI bulan, Tg bolan]


68 MOUNTAIN: Ks cēba?, CW cēba? / Je jelmol, LJ jelmol, LY jelmol, Tm jelmol / Mr tol, Mt teul / BN laŋgon / Sn pōs, Sa pō? / SmI lōt / SmII cēna / SB bēnem, SmI bēnem, Tg bēnem / [KB -, BD gunu] / JH gunon, MM gunon]

69 MOUTH: Ks hān, KB hān, BD hān, CW hōn / Je tenet, Mr tenet, Mt tenet, BN tenet, Sn tenTd, SB kēne
Tq kənət / Sa ṇag, LJ pəg, LY ṇag, Tm ṇag / SmI mpək, SmII mpək, MM pak / [JH mulut, Sl məlet]

NAME: Ks cə?, KB cə? / Je kəmə, Mr kəmə, BD kəmə, Mt kəmə, BN kəmə, Sn kəmə, Sa kəmə, LJ kəməh, LY kəmə, Tm kəməh, SmII məh, JH ?amə, SB jəmə, Tq kəməh / [MM gələh, Sl gəlar]

NEAR: Ks tədeh, KB tədeh, Je pənəheh, Mr pədeh, BD pədeh, Mt pədeh, BN pədeh, CW dewah, LJ pələndəh, LY pələndəh / Sn təday, Sa təday / Tm ?ənən / SmI rə? / SmII rə? / JH nəmə, SB nəpə, Tq hntəp / MM məʔ / Sl dəkəhes

NECK: Ks təŋkəg, Je təŋkəg, BN təŋkək, Sn təŋkəg, Sa təŋkəg, LY təŋkəg / KB cənəd / Mr ?unut, BD nut, Mt ?ənət, LJ tənən, Tm tənən, SmI tənən, SmII tənən / CW lənən, JH lənən, Sl lənən, Tq lənən / SB səmarən / [MM lehən]

NEW: Ks kəbil, KB kəbil / Je pay, Tm pəy, SmI pəy, SmII pəy, JH pay, MM mpəy, SB səpay / BD zeʔ?, Mt ?əʔʔ?, BN reʔʔ, CW reʔʔ, Sl ?ərəh, Tq ?ərəh / [Mr baruʔ?, Sn bayuʔʔ, Sa bayuʔʔ, LJ baruʔʔ, LY baruʔʔ]

NIGHT: Ks həkut, KB həkut, Je hərkəd, Mt həkut, BN həkut, Sn həŋəd, Sa həŋəd, LJ həŋəd, LY həŋəd, SmII maŋət, JH səŋət / Mr təwəʔ / BD həŋəp / CW bətom, Sl pətəm / Tm ləyəg / MM dəy / SB pəleʔ / Tq gəəgə / [SmI kełəm]

NOSE: Ks məh, KB məh, Je məh, Mr məh, BD məh, Mt məh, BN məh, CW məh, Sn məh, Sa məh, LJ məh, LY məh, Tm məh, SmI məh, SmII məh, MM məh, SB məh, Sl məh, Tq məh / [JH hidəŋ]

NOT (with verbs): Ks bəyaʔʔ, KB bəyaʔʔ, Mr bəraʔʔ, Mt bəyaʔʔ, BN bəraʔʔ / Je mənid / BD nəʔ / CW əʔʔ,
77 OLD (inanimate): Ks sēwah / Je manah, Mr manah, BD manah, Mt manah, BN manah, LJ manah, LY manah, Tm manah, SmI manah, SmII manah / CW nēg, JH nēg, Sn līw, Sa liw / MM le?, SB ?ale?, S1 le?, Tq ?ale? / [KB -]

78 ONE: Ks nay, KB nay, Je nay, Mr nay, BD nay, BN nay, CW ncy, Sn nīh, Sa nīy, LJ nīy, LY nīy, Tm ney, JH neywey, MM muy, SB moy, S1 muy, Tq muy / SmI nane?, SmII nane? / [Mt sa?]


80 PLAY: Ks pēnguh, KB pēnguh, Mr pēnguh, BD pēnguh, Mt pēngouh, BN pēnguh / Je min, Tm man, SmI man, SmII man, SB ?anman / CW niha? / Sa hinaka?, LJ hi LY hinaka? / JH si?se? / [Sn ?usig, MM nakhal, S1 nakol, Tq mayin]

81 QUIVER (for darts): Ks lēg, CW lēk, Sn lēg, Sa lēg, LJ lēg, LY lēg, Tm lēg, SmI lēk, SmII lēk, JH lēk, MM hlēk, SB lēg, S1 lēk, Tq lēk / Je banē?, Mr banē?, BD banē?, Mt banu?, BN banu? / [KB -]

82 RAIN: Ks hēj, Je hej, Mr hēc, Mt hēj / BN lesem, CW sem / Sn mī?, Sa mi?, LY mi?, SmI mani?, SmII mani?, JH mī?, MM gemāh, SB gemāh / LJ tēh, Tm tēh / Tq ba?ah / [KB -, BD ?ojan, S1 ?arī?]

83 RED: Ks tehōn, Je tehōn, Sn tehōn, Sa tehōn / KB
90 SAY: Ks pēnāh / Je pēnāh / Mr bērasē? / BD kēdēh, Mt kēdēh, BN kēdēh / CW bēt / Sn tuh, Sa tuh / LJ caŋkāy / LY caŋ / Tm rō?, SmI qrō?, SmII qrō? / JH kēlēŋ, S1 kēlēŋ / SB pānyēŋ / Tq ?abon / [KB -, MM cakap]

91 SCRATCH: Ks kēwoj, KB kay, Je kaj, Mr kac, BD kac, BN kac, CW kīkoc, JH kāc, MM kakac / Mt kōus, / Sn gih, Sa gis, LY gis, Tm gīts, SmI gēh, SmII gi SB gahgeh, S1 gahgeh / LJ gērōŋ, Tq mērac

92 SEE: Ks dēŋ, CW daŋ, Sn dah, Sa dak, LJ dāk, LY dāk / Je ?ei, Mr ?ei / BD tēt, BN tōt / Tm nēh, SmI nēŋ, SmII nēŋ / JH īeh / MM cēw / SB cēn / Tq ?eleŋ / [KB -, Mt cangō?, S1 jēŋok]

93 SHARP: Ks hētēh / KB cēma?, Je cēme?, BN cuma?, JH cēma? / CW cībēd / LJ jēlēt, SB lot / LY pehe Tm pēheŋ / S1 ?eluh, Tq lūh / [Mr makan, BD maka, Mt makan, Sn makan, Sa tajap, SmI tajap, SmII tajap, MM tajam]

94 SHOOT (blowgun): Ks hēlūh, KB hēlūh, Je hālūh, Mr hālūh, BD hālūh, Mt hālūh, BN hālūh, Sn sēlūh Sa sēlūh, LJ sēlūh, LY sēlūh, Tm sēlūh, MM lēh / CW hapūd, SmI pōt, SmII pōt, JH put / SB bahōch, S1 ?ahōch, Tq haōch

95 SHORT: Ks cēmhōt, Je cēhad, Mr cēnhōt, BD cēnhōt / BN cēnhōt, CW cohōt / KB cēŋkēt, JH sīŋkēt / Mt tuwōj / Sn keldīl, LJ keldīl, LY keldīl / Sa pēmpēt, Tm ?apēt / SmI patēt? / SmII patēŋ? / MM jēlōt, SB jēlo? / S1 jēlo?, Tq jēlo?


106 SMOOTH: Ks gehêh, KB gehêh / Je bêjlaj, Mr belac, BD belac, Mt belac, CW belac, Sn sêlej, Sa sêlej, LJ bêlaj, LY sêlej, Tm sêlej, SmI selec, SmII selec, JH belac / MM hliw / [BN -, SB licin, Sl licin, Tq licin]

107 SNAKE: Ks ?ikôb, KB ?ikôb, Mr jêkôb, Mt jêkop, BN jêkob / Je taju?, Sn tajû?, Sa taju?, LJ tajû, LY taju?, Tm tajû?, SmI tijê?, SmII tijê?, MM tejow, SB tijêh, Sl tijôh, Tq tejow / CW talun, JH talun / [BD ?olar]

108 SPEAR: Ks ?ad, Mt ?ad, BN ?at, CW ?at / BD bulûs, Sn bulûs, Sa bulûs, LJ bulûs, LY bulûs, JH bulûs / Tm tarog, SmI tarok, SmII tarok / [KB -, Je mata?, Mr mata?, MM tohok, SB tohok, Sl lêmêŋ, Tq tohok]

109 SPIT: Ks bej, KB bej, Je kebej, Mr kebec, Mt kebecic, CW kebaj, Sn kebej, Sa kebej, LJ kebêj, LY kebej / BD getôf, BN tef, Tm getôh, SmI tôh, SmII getôh, JH tuwôh, MM bathôy, SB têhtôh, Sl tahtôh, Tq thôh

110 SQUEEZE: KB lam / Mt lêmac / BN rit, Tm reyêd, SmI rôd, SmII rôd, JH rit / CW wêt, Sn wêd, Sa
węd, LY həlwen, SB węd / [Ks pules, Je cępid, Mr polas, BD rames, LJ cępěd, MM perah, S1 pęčēt, Tq ramas]

1 STAB: Ks ceg, KB cek, Mr cik, BD cek, Mt cęk, BN cęk, SB cęk / Sn cęg, Sa cog, SmI cęk, SmII cęk, JH cęk / LY cęleg, Tm cęleg / [Je lawan, CW tikam, LJ lawāt, MM tikam, S1 tikam, Tq tohok]

2 STAND: Ks hęŋban, KB hęŋban, Je hęŋban, Mr hęŋban, BD hęŋban, Mt hęŋban, BN hęŋban, CW hęŋban / Sn kajěh / Sa t̪ed, LJ t̪ed, LY t̪ed, Tm t̪ed / SmI jinjek, SmII jinjek, JH jinjewoŋ, MM juk / SB ?o?aw, S1 ?u?aw, Tq ?o?aw

3 STICK (rod): Ks ?ad, Je ?ad, Mr ?ad, Sa ?ad, LJ ?ad, LY ?ad, Tm ?ad / Mt cęŋeŋ, SmI kęŋeŋ, SmII kęŋeŋ, JH kęŋeŋ / Sn ?amāŋ / [KB –, BD tũŋkat, BN tũŋkat, CW tũŋkat, MM tũŋkat, SB tũŋkat, S1 tũŋkat, Tq tũŋkat]

4 STONE: CW tewoŋ, JH tewoŋ, SB tewoŋ, Tq tewun / [Ks batu?, KB batu?, Je batu?, Mr batu?, BD batu?, Mt bateŋ, BN batu?, Sn batu?, Sa batu?, LJ batu?, LY batu?, Tm batū?, SmI mbatū?, SmII mbatū?, MM batu?, S1 batu?]

5 STRAIGHT: BN jesiq / Sn peluŋ, Sa peluŋ / LJ sijek, LY sijek, Tm sijek / JH deŋŋy / SB lesoh / Tq yiŋyah / [Ks betul, KB –, Je betul, Mr betul, BD betul, Mt ləuyōsus, CW lurus, SmI tega?, SmII tega?, MM lurus, S1 rulus]

6 SUCK: Ks jehud, Je jehud, Mr jehyñ, Sa jehud, LJ jehuñ, LY jehud / KB jot, BD jot, Mt jaut, BN jot, Sn jod, Tm jod / CW bu? / SmI ɲ9?, SmII ɲ9?, Tq nu? / SB sək / [JH sədōt, MM sədut, S1 ?isap]
117 SWELL: Mr ken, Mt keun / CW sawah / LJ his, LY his, Tm hjs / SmI tas, SmII tas, Sl tös / [Ks keman, KB -, Je keman, BD keman, BN keman, Sn ?ibü?, Sa kəmak, JH bəŋkak, MM bəŋkak, SB bəŋkak
Tq bəntit]

118 TAIL: Ks hati?, KB hati?, Je hati?, Mr hatç?, BD hacç?, BN hati?, CW hate?, Sn səntə?, Sa səntə?,
LJ səntə?, LY'səntə?, Tm səntəʔ?, SmI səntəʔ, SmII səntəʔ, JH səntə?, SB hate? / Sl pəs, Tq pas /
[ Mt ?ikəʔ, MM ?ikūʔ]

119 THIN: Ks hətəh, KB hətəh, Mr hərtəl, BD hərtəl,
Mt hətəl / BN səpiʔ / Sa pəhen, LJ pəhən, LY pəhən,
Tm pəhen / SmI nəsəʔ, SmII nəsəʔ, MM səh, Sl səy, Tq səy / [Je lipis, CW nipis, Sn lipis, JH mimpi,
SB nipis]

120 THIS: Ks təm, KB təh / Je təh, Mr təh / BD dəʔ, CW dəʔ / Mt həʔ, MM nəʔ / BN ladeh, Tm dəh,
SmI dəh, SmII dəh, JH dəʔ / Sn nəʔ / LJ dəʔ / Sl nəʔ, Sl nəʔʔəʔ, Tq təʔəʔ / [Sa -, LY -]

121 THOU: Ks boʔ, KB boʔ, Mr bəʔ / Je pay, Mt pəʔ / BD məh, Sn məh, LJ məh, LY məh, JH ?iməʔ / BN məʔ, CW məʔ / Tm həʔ, SmI həʔ, SmII həʔ, MM hiʔ, SB hiʔ / Sl kəh / [Tq -]

122 THREE: CW pet, Tm neʔ, SmI niʔ, SmII niʔ, MM hməʔ, SB məʔ, Sl hməʔ, Tq hməʔ / [Ks tigaʔ, KB -, Je tigaʔ, Mr tigaʔ, BD tigaʔ, Mt tigaʔ, BN tigaʔ, Sn tigaʔ, Sa tigaʔ, LJ tigəʔ, LY tigaʔ, JH tigəʔ]

123 THROW: Ks həwid, Mr həwit / Je həʔ, LJ həʔ / BD pəntəʔ / Mt pəŋkaʔ, Sn pekaʔ, Sa pekaʔ / LY bəŋkaʔ,
Tm bedal / SmI pəc, SmII pəc / MM pəngok / SB həml / Sl chek / Tq yoj / [KB -, BN balɨŋ, CW balɨŋ, JH limpar]
TIE: Sn beq, Sa beq, LJ beq, LY beq, Tm beq, SmI beq, SmII beq, MM kabek, SB beq, Sl beq, Tq beq / [Ks ?iket, KB -, Je rebed, Mr ?iket, BD ?iket, Mt tamat, BN siyet, CW siyat, JH jeket]

TONGUE: Ks leetig, KB leetig, Je leetig, Mr leentik, BD lentik, Mt lentiyk, BN lektik, CW latek, Sa lentag, LJ lentag, LY lentag, Tm lentag, SmI lentäh, SmII lentäh, JH lentak / Sn peled / SB lepeh, Sl lepes, Tq lapes / [MM lidah]

TOOTH: Ks nus, KB yus / Je hap, Mr hap, BD hap, Mt hap, BN hap / CW lemun, Sn lemun, Sa lemun, LJ lemun, LY lemun, Tm muc, SmI lemun, SmII lemun, JH lemun, MM jemey, SB lemun, Sl lemun, Tq lemun


TURN: Ks welwel, Mr welwel, Sn ?ilwol, Sa ciwel, LJ kewol, LY cerwel, Tm wel, SmII riwywal / Je beri?le? / Tq yoc / [KB -, BD pusin, Mt pusin, BN keshe, CW pusin, SmI posik, JH posin, MM kisah, SB pusin, Sl pusin]

TWO: KB biyeh, CW ber, Sn nay, Sa nay, LJ nair, LY nar, Tm nair, SmI nair, SmII nair, JH nar, MM hmaah, SB mar / [Ks duwa?, Je duwa?, Mr daa?, Mt duwa?, BN duwa?, Sl duwa?, Tq duwa?]

131 WALK: Ks cîb, Je cîb, Mr cîp, BD cîp, Mt cēp, BN cêp, CW cîcîb, Sa cîb, LJ cîb, LY cîb, Tm cîTb, SmI cîTb, SmII cîTb, JH cîb / MM cî? / SB sêwag, Sî suwak, Tq sêwak / [KB -, Sn -]

132 WASH (bathe): Ks ?ênlay, KB ?ênlay, Je ?ênlay, Mr ?ênlay, BD nây / Mt sôc, BN sôc / CW mamuh, Sî mamuh, Sa mamuh, LJ mamuh, LY mamuh, Tm muh, SmI mamuh, SmII mamuh, JH mâmîêh, SB mâmêh, Tq mahmeh / MM hûm, Sî hûm

133 WATER: Ks bêtew, KB bêtêm, SmI têm, SmII têw, JH tew / Je tom, Mr tom, BD tom, Mt tom, BN tom, CW tom / Sn ?ên, Sa ?ên, LJ ?ên, LY ?ên, Tm ?êk / MM dow / SB jeâoh / Sî dak, Tq dâk


135 WET: Ks pêcu?, Je pêç? Mr pêç? BD pêç? Mt pêç? / KB mêmaj, BN mêmêc, CW mêmêc, SmI mêmaj, Sa mêmêc, LJ mêmaj, LY kêmaj, Tm kêmaj, SmI kêmaj SB mêmêc / JH gêse? / MM tekôn, Sî tekoh, Tq tekoh


137 WHEN?: Ks jênhâh, KB jênhâh / Je mapô?, SmI mapô? JH po? non / Sn bel, Sa bel, LJ bel, LY bel, Tm belô, SmII mbel, SB bel / [Mr mase? âlo?, BD masa? ?âyîw, Mt bile?, BN masa? lîw, CW bileh, MM belôh, Sî bîla?, Tq -]
8 WHITE: Ks bëltaw, KB pëltaw, Sa pëltaw / Mr bekë / BD bëşë / Mt bëyëk, LJ bëyëg, LY bëyëg, Tm bëyëg, SmI biyëk, SmII biyëk / BN halëk / [Je puteh, CW putih, Sn puteh, JH putih, MM potih, SB potëh, Sl putih, Tq potëh]


11 WIFE: Ks këndeh, KB këndeh, Je këneh, Mr këneh, BD këndeh, Mt këniëh, SmI kënah, SmII kënah, JH kënah / BN ji?, CW ja? / Sn babëë? / Sa këdëy, MM këdëh / LJ leh, LY leh, Tm leh / SB këmpën, Sl këmpën, Tq këmpën

12 WING: Ks këlapëh, KB këlapëh, CW këlëpa?, Sn këlapëh, JH këlëpa? / Je këneh, Mr këneh, LJ këñë, LY këñë, Tm kënyëk, SmI këñëk, SmII këñëk / BN pëwic, Sa pëyëj, Sl përec / MM këmpëkëc, SB këpak / Tq këlëk / [BD sayap, Mt sayap]

13 WIPE: Ks jëd, Je jëd / Mr meh / BN tempës, SmI pës, SmII pës / LJ sëë? / Tm gTëd / [KB -, BD gosëk, Mt gosët, CW sapu?, Sn gosë?, LY gosë?, JH sapëë?, MM sapu?, SB sa?po?, Sl sapu?, Tq gosëk]
144 WOMAN: Ks mabəh, KB mabəh / Je babo?, Sn babo? / Sa babo?, LJ babo?, LY babo?, Tm babo? / Mr ya?iəw, BD ya?iəw, Mt ya?iəw / BN kon, CW kon / JH kərdər, SmI kərdər, SmII kərdər, MM kədən / SB kərdər, S1 kərdər, Tq kərdor

145 WOODS: Ks kahəb, KB kahəb, Je ba?həb, Mr kahəb, BD həp, Mt həp, BN həp, LJ dəmegəb, LY dəmegəb / CW berte? / Sn beyi?, Sa beyi?, JH beri?, MM mərən, SB bərən, S1 bərən, Tq bərən / Tm sərək, SmII sərək / SmI jəras

146 YOU (plural): Ks bom, Je bom / KB yam / Mr jəmpəh, BD jəmpəh, CW jin / BN gin / Sn yuh, Sa yuh, LJ yuə, LY yuə / Tm nəb / SmI əkən, SmII əkən? / JH yən / MM hi?, SB hi? / S1 jə?, Tq ?aji? / [Mt -]

---

1 The vocabularies upon which this paper is based were collected during field trips financed at various times by the following foundations and scholarships: Henry Ling Roth Scholarship (University of Cambridge), Horniman Scholarship and Esperanza Trust (Royal Anthropological Institute), Ministry of Education and Science (London), Wenner-Gren Foundation (New York), University of Singapore. The author also wishes to thank Dr. Asmah Haji Omar for permission to use her Kintaq Bong vocabulary, Kirk Endicott for collecting the Bateg Nong vocabulary specially for this paper, and a traveller who wishes to remain anonymous for collecting the Temoq vocabulary on tape. The following people kindly made additional lexical material available: Ivan Polunin (Jah Hut), Barry Hooker (Semai), Gérard Diffloth (Che' Wong, Semai). Their material does not appear here, but it has proved useful as a check on the author's own vocabularies. The author alone is responsible for the views expressed in this paper, though he has greatly benefitted from discussions with Kirk Endicott and Gérard Diffloth.

2 An unsigned notebook containing a comparative Aboriginal vocabulary in an orthography very like
that used by Wilkinson, and now in the possession of the National Museum, Kuala Lumpur, may be Wilkinson's work.
Appendix III

Concordance with Blagden's Vocabulary

Almost all of the linguists who have used Aryan data in comparative Austroasiatic studies have relied entirely on C. O. Blagden's 'Comparative Vocabulary of Aboriginal Dialects' printed as an appendix to vol. I of Skeat and Blagden 1906. However, few of the dialects listed in Blagden's Vocabulary are identified by anything other than the collector's name and the locality of collection; language or tribal names are hardly ever reported. Usage of Blagden's Vocabulary is therefore something of a hit-or-miss matter. It is to be hoped that the following table of those identifications that seem most probable will prove helpful to users of Blagden's otherwise extremely valuable material.

KENSIU: Pang. Jalor

LANOH: Po-Klo (=Schebesta's 'Ple-Temer'), Sûm. (?Lanoh Yir)


H HUT: Kerdau, all Krau dialects, Sak. Guai
H MERI: Bers. Stev., all Bes. dialects
MELAI: Bera, Semilai Coll. Nya., Serting

Until, Bateg Nong and Che' Wong appear not to be presented in the vocabularies available to Blagden.
Appendix IV

Sources of Aslian Word-lists

Except where otherwise stated, all the word-lists used in this study were collected by the author. For those languages contiguous to Temiar the latter language was used in questioning, supplemented by Malay. Other languages were investigated through the medium of Malay. Many of the word-lists were collected not in situ but at the Orang Asli Department's hospital at Ulu Gombak, Kuala Lumpur, with the kind permission and cooperation of Dr. Malcolm Bolton and Cik Ruslan bin Abdullah.

KENSIU: Sireh s/o Kundang, Kg Lalang, Siong, Baling, Kedah.

KINTAQ BONG: Taken with slight modification from Asn 1963, with the author's kind permission.

JEHAI: Lekawas s/o Kotev, Klian, Perak.

MENDRIQ: Penghulu Buloh s/o Mawâ?, Kg. Lah, Bertam, Ulu Kelantan.

BATEG DEQ: Ṭek s/o Seli and Ṭodan s/o Salo?, Ulu Aring, Ulu Kelantan.

MINTIL: Bērahim s/o Tale?, s. Tanum, Lipis, Pahang.

BATEG NONG: Collected by Kirk Endicott from near K. Tembeling, Pahang.

CHE' WONG: Yasih s/o Tukeh, s. Pasu, tributary of s Gali, above Raub, Pahang.

SEMNAM: Təmōhōh s/o Bēwata?, place of residence un-recorded.

SABUM: Layân d/o Buloh, Lenggong, Perak.

LANOH JENGJENG: Batin Keladih s/o Gancūr, s. Ringat Temengor, Perak.

LANOH YIR: Tewâ? Bahul s/o Kolim, s. Sarah, Ulu Perak.
MIAR: Based on the author's own speaking knowledge of the dialect spoken in the lower Perolak valley, Ulu Kelantan.

MAI I: Tentam s/o Husin, Kg Redang Ponggol, near Telok Anson, Perak.

MAI II: Unidentified informant from Fort Sin, Pahang.

H HUT: Kamarudin s/o Bujang, Kg Paya Pasu, K. Krau, Pahang.

H MERI: Ibrahim s/o Indun, s. Judah, Carey Island, off Selangor coast.

MAQ BERI: F/S Mat Yunus, s. Ganti, Maran, Trengganu.

MELAI: Nihit d/o Dahit, Bukit Serok, near Tasek Bera, Pahang.

MOQ: Gathered anonymously from a headman on s. Jeram, near Kg Aur, Pekan, Pahang.